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Defining One's Artistic Identity:
A Ten-Week Movement Exploration
By: Alaina Kristine Lucido
Mentors:
Professor Teresa Heiland, Ph. D.
Professor Judith Scalin

Defining One's Artistic Identity: A Ten-Week Movement Exploration is a
choreographic research thesis that explores what it is to be an artist, and how one
discovers and defines their artistic identity. For ten consecutive weeks, I spent every
day exploring movement, filming myself, and creating dance work. I then edited all of
the dance footage I filmed into a collaborative video presentation that demonstrates the
process I went through in overcoming my self judgement and discovering my creative
abilities.
During this experience, I filmed five days a week, blogged daily, and posted my
weekly video updates on Youtube. I incorporated the work and study of artists of all
mediums in this project, from dancers, musicians, writers, poets, and fine artists. The
work of choreographers Anna Halprin and Deborah Hay are what most inspired me.
What started as a movement exploration ended as a philosophical
reconfigUiation. This deeply personal journey helped me discover who I am and how my
artwork relates to my life and my being.

fotmducti1m

What does it mean to be ,m artist? How does one identify acrid take ownership of his or
her artistry 9 01.s a dancer, musician, and writer, I've spent years studying, practicing, and refining
my artistic expression. However, when I started working on my undergraduate degree in <la.nee at
Loyola Marymount University, the intense technical structure and rigorous coursework left me
feeling disconnected from my personal expression. I beca.'lle so enthralled in what I was learning
acrid with strengthening my technical abiilties that I forgot how to improvise and create
movement on my ovm. As I danced, I felt I had become mentally disconnected from the physical
movement. I felt like a robot, going through the work without truly experiencing it. My progress
and personal growth had come to a plateau, leaving me frustrated and discouraged. With only
one more semester left of my college education, I knew I wanted to utilize this experience as
much as I could and try and figure out a way I could overcome my personal fears, insecurities,
and frustrations that I had been experiencing. V/hile working in this academic environment, I
wanted to become the best dancer that I could be.
With the help of Professor Teresa Heiland, we cacrne up with a project outline that would
require an in-depth personal exploration and movement study that would hopefully help me
reconnect with my whole sense of self. We started by visiting the library and finding books
wTitten by artists and art historians that taL1<:ed about self-reflection, meditation, and the creative
process (Beckett, Cohen, Gelb, Gendler, Halprin, Hay, London, Naclh'Ilanovitch and Olsen! 1).
From these~ vve created 50 individual movement prompts. These prompts ranged from
choreographic suggestions or movement concepts, to meditation practices, ii11ages, locations,

camera angles, and vvriting exercises. Some vvere very literal~ such as a choreographic suggestion

to initiate all movement from one part of the body, while others were vague, such as exploring
the meaning of "beauty." We wrote dovvn all of these prompts, cut them up into individual strips,
and threw them all into a basket. We then also set up prompts for the filming location and camera
angles. For ten weeks this

Slli'lliiler,

I then pulled one prompt per day , filmed myself exploring

each movement concept for five days (Monday through Friday), and then on Saturday compiled
all of the week's video footage into a collaborative work. On Sundays I let the project rest. I
completed the ten weeks wit.11 ten compilations of each weeks' compositional activities captured
in the video footage. I also tracked my experiences and progress by keeping a daily blog post and
posting weekly video segments on Youtube. My friends, family, and mentor Teresa Heiland
provided me with feedback and suggestions along the way about the decisions I was making in
composing the videos and the footage I was capturing.
The project was a huge undertaki,,g because I worked on it continuously and intensively
for ten weeks, but helped me tremendously in ways that were related to my approach to dancing
in technique classes, and how I now have patience, creativity, and a sense of trust with myself as
a dance fu-tist. As I returned to school in the fall, my teachers started commenting on my progress
and noticed a greater sense of connectivi,y in my my da.Ttcing and my work. By experiencing the
life of an artist, I gained strength with my artistic abilities, and I aiso discovered a greater sense
of self.

Project Structure, Goals and Outcomes
The purpose of this project was for me to experience the daily life of an artist. Professor
Teresa Heiland and I created a structured environment that encouraged me to be constantly aware
of my artistry and creativity. From Monday, May 27th until Saturday, August 3rd, I immersed
myself in my choreographic work using a chance procedure that would challenge and support my
daily movement exploration. Each weeJr from Monday through Friday, I drew one movement
prompt from the basket of fifty Teresa Heiland and I created together. For weeks one through
five, I also pulled two additional cards from separate categories to help direct each movement
exploration. One category included only two cards, and was used to determine whether the
movement for the day must be prepared before filming and choreographed with purpose, or must
be improvised, filmed on the spot, and recorded only once. Since it was a matter of choosing one
or the other, about half of the work in the first half of this project was choreographed, while the
other half was improvised. The final category included eleven cards with suggestions to help
shape the filming experience. These categories included ideas such as filming indoors, or in a
public space, at night, in water, from a strange angle, from a close up view that captured only
part of body, or a full body camera shot, and so on. With so many options, this made every day's
experience different, which kept me flexible and prevented me from getting stuck in a rut or in
place where I wasn't utilizing my full creative potential.
We created these two sub-categories for to assist w-ith my creative process. About
halfway through this experience, I no longer felt as though I needed these added suggestions
because I started to feel comfortable ·with making my own decisions with filming and no longer
needed the added assistance. Before I started this project, I had not choreographed or even

thought about choreographing for a couple years. Before I came to college, I had little experience
in formal dance training and technique. My love of dance and performing is what drove my
artistic expression. When I came to college, I realized what a difference dance technique did for
a performer. I became too shy to present my work and disconnected from my ability to express
my individuality through movement because I was embarrassed by my lack of skill. I became
self-conscious, but tried to overcome this ser>se of self-judgment by focusing on improving my
technique and movement abilities. I was so focused on looking and dancing and performing like
everyone else and all of my peers that I lost my sense of self in my work. During my junior year
of college, my work had hit a plateau. I no longer saw improvement, and mentally I had become
discouraged and frustrated with who I felt I had become.
I knew something had to change, I knew I wanted to rediscover my artistic identity. The
goal of this project was to reconnect me with who I was as an artist before my college dance
experience. Once I found freedom in expressivity and I was rid of that creative block I had been
experiencing, I knew I could then be able to use what I had learned in LMU's dance program and
the work and life experiences in the past couple of years to create new work for myself

In order to achieve this, we knew the project needed to be a full body experience, and not
just a mental reconfiguration. The dance prompts and movement exercises provided me with the
inspiration to explore. I chose to film my work throughout this process as a means to keep track
of my progress and as a way to overcome my self-judgment and harsh criticism. Professor
Heiland suggested that having a video camera running for each session vvould allow me to have
the experience of audience, but that it would be private enough to allow me to get used to being
with an audience. I wrote a weekly blog throughout this experience to keep track of the mental

breakthroughs and emotional experiences I was having that were not obviously revealed in the
daily video footage. Before, and even during this life as an artist experience, I had no idea what
the outcome would be. I had hoped that it would help me improve my dance ability and
reconnect me with that sense of ease and enjoyment I once had with dancing and choreographing
movement. I had no idea that this project was going to impact me outside of being a dancer. I
learned through this experience that life and art are inseparable. My life experiences and who I
am are what help shape and define my work. By exploring the prompts, I realized how my life
experiences shape and define my artwork. When I dance, not only is my body trying to execute
proper technique, but my mind and spirit are directing my movement quality and creative
expression. The more I create and the more in touch I am with my artistic sense of self, the more
I understand who I a..m. By exploring the daily life of an artist through these prompts, I came to
realize how being in the moment and trusting myself and how I feel, think, and respond to life's
journey are each valid and important experiences that I must believe in ifI am to be true to
myself, my interests, and my enjoyment oflife.

Literature Used to Structure the Movement Prompts
After Professor Teresa Heiland and I discussed what my goals were in doing this project,
we came together to choose what books we would use for the movement prompts. The three
major topics the prompts explored are dance as life, being an artist, and prompts for inspiration.

Dance As Life
One goal for this project was for me to experience the life of an artist. An artist sees their
life and their world as means for their creative process. For a true artist, their art and their life are
inseparable. Anna Halprin's book Moving Toward Life: Five Decades of Transformational Dance
brings together Halprin's essays, interviews, manifestos, teaching materials, and illustrations she
used to transform an entire generation of performers (1995). The book reads as an instructional
guide to the ways Halprin explores movement. She explores every aspect of a dancer's
experience from breathing to self-judgement, providing the reader with step-by-step ideas to
explore. The prompts we created from this book were the most instructional and helped
orchestrate and direct those movement explorations with the most detail. For Halprin, life
inspires art and art inspires life. After completing this project, I find that this is true for me, as
well.
Similar to this book is Deborah Hay's My Body: the Buddhist (2000). Through a series of
imaginative approaches to movement and performance, choreographer Deborah Hay wTites a
profound reflection on the nature of the self and how our bodies can be regarded as our most
informed teacher. Relating more to nature, the prompts we used from Hay's book brought me
outside and interacting with nature and the world around me. She compares each aspect of the

human body to the world outside of it, like how our fluid system is similar to a running river or
stream. My Body: The Buddhist is self-reflective and meditative, it explores Hay's philosophy of
the body and dance, giving an example of her daily attentiveness to the body's articulateness.
These prompts challenged me to be more aware of my whole self when moving, letting my
emotions, my physical structure, and my spirit to explore.
Another book we used that expl ,red life as art was Stephen Nachmanovitch's Free Play:
Improvisation in Life and Art (1990). This book is a great introduction to what improvisation is

and how it can work. It similarly provides illustrations and instructions for improvisational
exercises. It draws from spiritual traditions like Christianity, Shamanism and Zen to explore the
meditative state that we all are in when we play and create. The book is written in a
conversational tone and easy to follow. Some of the questions the book explores are:
What is a muse?
How does the passion of life get coded into artwork? and,
How does it feel to fall in love with an art fo1m?
Even though Nachmanovitch is a musician, his thoughts and ideas can translate across to
all other a."1: forms. All three of these books had similar spiritual undertones and focused on the
relationship between the artist and their art. These prompts were the easiest for me to explore,
and what really helped me overcome my self judgement and personal reservations.
Being An Artist
Another topic we chose to explore in the prompts for this project was what it means to be
an artist, and ways one can enter in.to their artwork and art-making. From Professor Heiland's
personal library we used Michael Gelb's How to Think like Leonardo da Vinci: Your Personal
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Companion to How to Think like Leonardo Da Vinci (1999). In this book, Gelb defines what he
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calls the "Seven Da Vincian Principles", or the "essential elements of genius" used to inspire
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and master the ability to self-express, harmonize the body and mind, and think creatively.
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new ways of thinking and provide step-by-step exercises and lessons to harness one's own genius

Similar to Gelb's book is Peter London's No More Secondhand Art: Awakening the Artist

Within (1989). In this, London talks abm,t using art as an instrument of personal transformation.
Inside us all there is an original, creative self that's been covered over by secondhand ideas and
conditioned behavior. By freeing the capacity for self expression, we can awaken what it is that
makes us unique. Although this book focuses primarily on visual art, we found prompts to use
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that focused on how to increase the ability to visualize, and how to overcome "artist's-block" and
other creative obstacles. The artist's experience is never ending. Learning more about being an
artist and the universality of the artist's experience made me more confident in expressing myself
and helped me discover what it is that makes me authentic.
Prompts for Inspiration/Experiential Anatomv
Lastly, Professor Heiland and I chose a collection of books to use as prompts for
inspiration. Since I consider myself not only a dancer, but also a musician, writer, and yogi, we
wanted to draw sources of inspiration from not only dance texts but other creative ideas, as well.
Ruth Gendler's The Book of Qualities offers an insightful exploration of human emotion (1988).
Each page is a personified description of human qualities, like beauty, compassion, pleasure, and
joy. Gendler's poetic wisdom and artistic expression brings these abstract qualities to life, and
inspired me to explore the abstract nature of human emotion in a new way.

Wendy Beckett's Sister Wendy s Book of_Meditations draws on Sister Wendy's years of
silent contemplation to share her insight on silence, love, joy, and peace through her in-depth
study of fine art (1998). Her description of the "Symbol of Love" inspired one ofmy favorite
movement studies I had during this experience.
For this project, we also used Bonnie Bainbridge-Cohen's Sensing, Feeling, and Action:

The Experiential Anatomy ofBody-mind Centering (1993). A movement educator, Cohen
discusses her innovative approach to move,aent analysis ,m.d offers exercises and essays on the
topic of body-mind centering. The prompts we created from this book focused on experiential
anatomy lessons, and using the physical body as a source of inspiration.
Similarly, A..ndrea Olsen's The Place ofDance: A Somatic Guide to Dancing and Dance

Making i_ntegrates experiential anatomy with the process of moving and dancing, v,,ith a
particular focus on the creating journey involved in choreographing. Each chapter of this body
introduces a particular theme and features a dance photograph, information on the topic, and
movement investigations. The somatic work Olsen's and Cohen's books gave me helped me
understand how one can develop aesthetic clarity in their movement, and helped me discover the
balance between technical dance work and creative freedom.
These nine books together provided me with the knowledge and insight for me to develop
my own personal research in discovering my artistic identity. The work I accomplished in this
project is what has inspired me to pursue a career in yoga therapy. This project challenged me to
really listen to my body and learn from myself who I am and who I want to be. My hope is that
in the future I will be able to help others listen to themselves and understand their bodies and
spirits at a deeper level.
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Summation of the Artist's Experience
The mental process and pivotal breakthroughs I had during this experience can be
described in three phases, a sort of beginning, middle, and end. In the beginning, and even before
I started this project, I was fixated on my dance training and felt mentally and spiritually
disconnected with my movement. I was constantly criticizing my work, my effort, and my body.
When dancing, my self-criticism would c';stract me from the work I was doing, and I had a very
difficult time staying in the moment. Professor Heiland and I chose Monday, May 28th to be the
day I started my senior thesis process. The night before, I was so nervous about filming and
having a sort of assignment to "be creative" that I couldn't sleep (Appendix A,l ).
I started the first movement study feeling uninspired and frustrated. I had not
choreographed in over a year and felt uncomfortable with my improvisational abilities. I felt as
though I was being asked to meet some sort of artistic expectations. In the first week's video, the
anxiety I was feeling was very apparent in my movement. There was unnecessary tension in my
joints, prohibiting me from moving efficiently. This first experience felt artificial and unnatural.

It was challenging for me to create artistic movement five days a week. In order to overcome
these high expectations that I put upon myself, I found that I resorted to a lot of gestural,
everyday movement, because it was what felt most natural and what I felt most confident in
doing. It was not until week six ofthis experience that I started feeling comfortable in front of
the camera and comfortable with exploring movement that was not so pedestrian or "safe."
In the first five weeks of the project, I preferred the days where I filmed only a partial
shot of my body instead of a full body image. When doing so, I was not as self-conscious about
my work and was able to focus better at the task at hand. The first time I explored a partial body

shot was the third day of the project, where I filmed at an angle that only captured my feet and
calves, The challenge then was to explore all the different ways my feet, rather than my full body,
could articulate and move, As I WTote in my journal, I
, , , referred back to basic ballet steps when dancing around on the rug. It provided
me with that sort of disciplined structure that I needed to get through the dance
without worrying or thinking tc, much about it, I imagined my body as the
complex structure [of many parts Jthat it is, rather than as a whole, I noticed how
each nerve in my feet responded to the texture of the rug, how fatigued my leg
muscles were from the rigorous cycling class I attended this morning; I would fall
out of whatever I was doing sometimes but forced myself to get right back into it
rather than judge myself in order to stay in that meditative state (Appendix A, 4),
This "breakdown" process of noticing each element of a movement, rather than trying to imitate
a shape or concept, is what helped me overcome my creative hesitations. It is difficult to criticize
oneself when preoccupied with al! the small intricacies of one's body and how one is moving,
Professor Reiland said to me in one of our first email exchanges, "You live the life of the artist
by allowing the self to just be," The first step, and absolutely necessary step, in discovering my
artistic potential and defining my artistic identity was to rid of my self-judgment, Once that
negativity is gone, and one becomes able to observe how incredible, complex, and beautiful his
or her movement is, creating material becomes so much easier, As I wrote in my journal, "I felt
my creative selfreawaken as I noticed small intricacies in my movement that I really liked and
wanted to show" (Appendix A, pg, 9),

At first this sensation felt unusual, I felt as though I was just acting silly. As I wTote on
pg. 7 of The Artist's Journal, "By no means was I trying to take myself seriously. But in doing
this, ideas came to me much faster than they had the previous days this week." Later I realized it
was not about acting silly, it was more about being present in the moment. This feeling of
connectivity and mental awareness in my movement became more intuitive with practice.
I am not arguing that judgmen, '.foes not play an important role in the artist's experience. I
think we all need to observe how our personal judgment and criticism influences our work. In a
way, it operates as a driving force in inspiring us to work harder and discover new things. It is all
a matter of finding a balance between being critical and being carefree. The feedback I received
from my family, friends, and in particular, my mentor Teresa Reiland, is what helped me the
most in finding this balance. Professor Reiland provided me with weekly suggestions as to where
I should direct the project after watching my weekly collaboration videos. One week she
suggested I play around with different movement qualities, since she observed that most of what
I had created in the first phase of my project was very balanced, flowing, and soft (Appendix A,
22). Hearing these sort of suggestions helped me refine my analytical and observational abilities
in this process. I was able to discover a balance between being critical and being carefree that
was most beneficial for me.
In the first phase of this project, I also struggled with the video editing. Professor Heiland
and I had discussed how editing the footage could become its own creative process in itself, and
how manipulating the footage could add a completely different element to my work. As I started
collecting each week's footage, however, it was hard for me to dissect and put back together
moments that I felt were so individualized. "Each day felt like its own creative process and had

its own fluidity and feel, so when I tried to piece them apart and put them back together with
other dances from the week, it didn't feel right to me" (Appendix A, 12). This also became easier
over time. It was not until the last couple of weeks, however, when I really pushed myself to be
"more creative" in the video collaborations. I found that when I used music accompaniment with
the video footage, it was easier for me to edit the footage. The music offered a sort of narration
for the movement, providing a metererl. and dynamic sense of rhythm and time around which the
movement could be structured.
At week five of this project, I entered what I call the second phase of my process. I had
overcome my mental insecurities and found a balance between judgment and play. Now
comfortable in front of the camera, I was able to move more freely. As I wrote in my journal,
... halfway done with this experience, I now have more confidence to venture
away from the prompts and provide myself with ideas to explore through
movement. However, completely letting go of the prompts is not the intention of
this project. Instead, after I read over the day's prompt, I am now choosing what
other elements I want to incorporate into t.l-ie study by myself, whether it should
be a day where I film my entire body or from a certain angle. (Appendix A, 24).
Studies during week 5, 6, and 7 demonstrate this freedom, as I became more curious and
responsive to the surrounding world. I no longer needed the assistance of the sub-category
prompts that directed the creative process. I had become confident enough to explore dancing in
public spaces and from different angles, and I started to consider how costuming, music, and my
environment could influence my work. In week 5, on day 4, I pulled a prompt from Sister
Wendy s Book ofMeditations that explained the artist's process in creating a painting called the

"Symbol of Love" (1998, 114). I related to the subject matter emotionally and compared the
feelings the artist described to feelings I had for the ones I love in my life. In previous weeks, I
felt as though I only explored my movement using the mental stimulation from the prompt, but
in this study, I tried to dive deeper into the concept and create a complete dance moment rather
than a physical movement study. I wrote in my journal, I am studying what it is that is
influencing how I move, be it my emoti0nal or mental state, or merely physical sensations and
environmental influences. When I dance outside, I let the uneven landscape of nature direct
where I dance and how I move. When I am inside my apartment, I am more focused on my
mental state." (Appendix A, 29). I chose music accompaniment, the setting, my outfit, and
lighting to match the feeling I was trying to express. In doing so, my work became much more
comprehensive. As an artist, one must always consider every aspect that influences their work in
order to articulate Llieir message with more clarity. Like a writer, who spends hours choosing the
right words to express their ideas, a dancer must choose the right movements, the right setting,
the right costuming, facial expression, dynamics, and so on. 1brough this process, I was able to
spend some days focused on only one concept, and others where I had to focus on a larger, more
complex concept. Practice with both of these made it easier for me to articulate myself through
my work.
The last major development I experienced during this process was after I watched Anna
Halprin's film, Breath Made Visible (2010). Her philosophy is that art and life are inseparable,
and that they directly influence one another. Eight weeks i.nto this process, I had a similar
revelation. I wrote in my journal, "My artistry and creativity are no longer a separate entity from
who I am. I no longer have to push aside my dance work and think of it as a separate thing all

together. It is integrated in all that I do" (Appendix A, 32). Unlike the conventional dance idea
that one should not "bring their drama to class," I believe that who we are, how we are feeling,
a.11.d what emotional and physical state we are in inevitably effects our dancing. Our emotional
connection with others we dac,ce with, with who we are and how we are feeling cannot be
artificially derived. When I listened to myself instead of ignorfrig my emotions I found my
creative potential. Now, when I dancic I dance as a whole person, utilizing my mind, body, and
spirit in all that I do. I have found the necessary balance between my judgment and technical
trai.nmg with my creative freedom and expressivity. I wrote in my final journal entry, "I've !et go
of all reservations and let my body, my movement, and my creativity lead and direct me through
this exploration, and I watched as it revealed so many insights and lessons that I wasn't aware of
before" (Appendix A, 38).
For a complete compilation of the biogs from the ten-week project, see Appendix A.

TG be an a.1:ist is to live life creatively. This experience helped me reaffirm my
individuality and discover my creative potential. \Vhen we lose touch '011th who we are, when we

st&1: to feel inauthentic, w~ must rediscover where we came from, and know that even as we gain
life experience and physically change, our souls remain intact.
Through this ten-week moven,ent exploration, I was able to integrate both my technical
training and my emotional expressivity in a way that did not choose or favor one over the other. I
discovered a greater sense of self that expanded my movement vocabulary and strengt.1-iened my
artistic abilities. I no longer feel a disconnection between my life and my art. My life experiences
inspire my artwork, and my artwork improves my quality of life.
Although I do not plan to pursue a performance career in dance, I know that what I have
Jea_rned in this experience '01ill undoubtedly be part of my work as a yoga and movement
therapist. My goal is to be certified as a yoga therapist ax1d use my dance training, anatomical
knowledge, yoga studies, and personal life experiences to help others overcome their physical
a,,d mental hinderances in order to improve their quality of life. I know what it is like to lose
touch with one's self, but I also know what it takes to get it back. I hope that in the future I can
help others reaffirm who they are, as well.
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Appendix A-'fhe Artist's Bfog
May 28,2013To explain my project, Professor Teresa Heiland arid I have collaborated and come up
with this "Life as an Artist" experience I am taking on this su_mmer. For ten weeks, five days a
week, I plan to randomly select a written prompt we've created from a number of books written
by artists focusing on this topic and win record myself on film the movement piece I create from
each prompt. Atthe end of tI1e week (Saturday) I will then take all of the week's video footage
and edit it down to a two minute long segment. Then, I will reflect on the week's footage and
write about any sort of themes or interesting observations I experience. Each day I will also be
writing a brief "blurb" about t.hat day's experience.

May 28, 2013From Anna Halprin, pg. 43:
"Breathing. Open your palms; place them above your breast, just below your shoulders,
and breathe deeply into yom hands, with the movement of your breath rising into your hands as
you inhale. Rather than being cupped, our palms are now touching ru""1d resting on your body. As
you exhale, breathe out and let your chest fali. Soften your rib case. Make room for your lungs to
expand as you breathe in and to empty as you breathe out Sense your movement passing through
your body and into the ground" Keep breathing, dravm1g air through your nostrils and exhaling
through soft rela,'Ced lips. If you are aware of your lower back arching off the ground after you've
extended your legs in front of you, 1:i'-len it would be better to bend your ki,ees and drawo your legs
back so that your entire back can rest on the floor.

Now, pass your ha.n.ds over your rib case to the sides and continue breathing. Sigh as you
breathe out. Slide your hands over your abdomen, bringing them to rest on your lower belly just
above your pubic bone. Let your diaphragm softly press your viscera into your lower belly so
your belly swells and fills your hands. Let your sign become a low relaxed sound of your voice.
Now let your arms slide off your body and drop to the side.
Be still and quiet and spend a:.much time as you need to concentrate on how your body
feels. With your inner eye, scan all the parts of your body and be aware of any holding on.
Breathe into any areas that feel tight, and let go."
Full body shot Filmed in my apartment living room, approx. 745 PM. Camera was placed on a
nearby coffee table.
I just finished fiiming my first day of the senior thesis project. I randomly selected an
Anna Halprin prompt about breath ... sort of fitting, because I was really nervous to do this today.
I don't know why, but I couldn't sleep last night because I had so much an,,ciety over this project,
I'm trying to just let go and have fun with
I found myself feeling uninspired and nervous. I haven't choreographed anything in such a long
time, and I hate being on film, so this project scares me but also excites me at the same time.
After watching the 2:37 clip I had tonight, it was hard for me to not lmmecliately judge
and want to correctiredo the footage. But I was able to pick out a couple parts of the clip that I
thought were pretty cool.
I'm hoping over time the project will become more natural and feel more orga..nic.
Tonight felt a bit forced and ur,comfortable. I felt like I wasn't "dancing". That my movement
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was boring and dull. It didn't feel creative or beautiful at all, but maybe that's how it's supposed
to be?

May 29th, 2013My second day. From Gelb pg. 87:"Observing Anxiety"
"For many people ambiguity equa;s anxiety but most people, unless they have worked
intensively with a good psychotherapist, do not know when they are anxious. Tney react to
mL'Ciety with some form of automatic avoidance behavior such as excessive talking, pouring a
rink, reaching for a cigarette, or obsessive fantasy. To thrive with uncertainty and ambiguity we
must learn, first of all, to know when we are anxious. As we become conscious of our anxiety,

Ill

we can learn to accept it, experience it, and free ourselves from limiting compulsions of thought

I

and action.
How do you physically experience anxiety? Wnere in your body do you feel it Draw your
physical experience of anxiety."
Also drew the cards: Full body shot, improvise, go for it, record ONCE.
Well just the prompt and limitations themselves filled me with anxiety today. I decided to
film today's movement on my balcony, since I'm not too fond of heights. I also wore an
oversized t-shirt a1id baggy sweatpants because seeing my body on film makes me very anxious.
Improvisation also stresses me out! So this was a mess of a day.
Agairl, like yesterday, I resorted to a lot of gestural movement because forcibly making it
artistic irl an improvised session felt so fake and unnatural to me. I thought about what it is that I
do when I

fu'Il

anxious ... .I shake my hands a lot to release tension. I pull on my clothes and

constantly fidget because I get very hot and agitated. I liked the phrase "limiting compulsions"
from the prompt, and pictured myself trapped on that balcony in a small box and what
compulsive movements I would do to escape that space, but then would also resist it because my
anxiety most commonly comes out as self criticism. So, today was REI\LLY HARD to stay in
the moment. And I won't be SU.."!)rised if the footage looks erratic and weird.
This week's been rough, so far

J took Teresa's advice and did not watch the footage after

I filmed today. But after filming I went to the gym and worked out and have been trying to do
things to help me loosen up and relax and find a place that feels normal while doing this project.
Tomorrow I may go to Ojai and will ask one of my good friends who is also a dancer to maybe
collaborate with me on the day's project to help open me up a little bit more.
As Teresa said, "You live the life of the artist by allowing the self to just be." I'm hoping
this project allows me to rediscover my artistic identity.

May 30th 2013- Day Three. Deborah Hay pg. xxiv:
"My Body, the title of this book refers to a prescribed set of what-ifs organized around
my work as a practicing performer, choreographer, and teacher: What if alignment is
everywhere? What if your teacher (53 million cells) inspires mine? Such imagined conditions,
changed periodically, are necessary for me even to begin dancing.
There has to be a certain discipline so that we are neither lost in daydream nor missing the
freshness and openness that come from not holding our attention too tightly. This balance is a
state of wakefulness, mindfulness.

My Body, dancing, is formed and sustained imaginatively. I reconfigure the three-

din1ensional body into lli'1 immeasurable fifty-three trillion cells perceived perceiving, all of
them, at once. Impossibly whole and ridiculous to presume, I remain, in attendance to the
feedback. At such times Deborah Hay assumes the devotion of a dog to its master, reading the
simplest signs of life, lapping up whatever nuance my teacher produces. When the greater part of
the Budd1ust world finds its strength,

l

>lace and wisdom through a practiced devotion to a guru,

or Rinpoche, please imagine my hesitancy to admitting to tvventy-eight years of devotion to an
imagine 53-trillion-celled teacher."
I also pulled 1J1e card stating I could only film part of my body.
Sensing the meditative energy of this passage, I chose to really think about what sort of
da11ce I wanted to do today. I played v.rith the quote included in the middle of this passage, that
discipline is needed so we are neither daydreaming or missing freshness and openness. Today, I
chose to film only my legs. I have a white flokati rug in my room that feels amazing on my feet,
so I decided to play with moving on that.
This was the first day of the project I reaily was able to get into more of a meditative,
nonjudgmental :,cate. I referred back to basic ballet steps when dancing around on the rug. It
provided me ¼ith that sort of disciplined structure that I needed to get through the dance without
worrying or think:ing too much about it I L.'Tiagined my body as the complex structure that it is,
rather than as a whole. I noticed how each nerve in my feet responded to the texture of the rug,
how fatigued my !eg muscles were from the rigorous cycling class I attended this morning, I
would fall out of whatever I was doing sometimes but forced myself to get right back into it

rather than judge in order to stay it, that meditative state. I'm looking forward to how the
movement looks on camera.

May 31st, 2013Deborah Hay, pg. 21:
"Draw a circle with a fine pen

"Il

an empty sheet of paper. In the process, remain relaxed

and notice how the circle is forming on the page. Before completic,g the circle, without lifting
your pen from the paper, draw a second circle just inside the frrst one, as if you are giving the
inside of the first circle a shave. Maintain a noticeably restful mind. To fir,ish, join the end of the
second circle with the beginning of the first one.
Lift the pen from the paper and look at the circles. Choose a place inside, other than the
center, to draw a smaller disc. Without breaking the motion of the pen, darken the area of the
smaller circle until it is completely opaque.
Hold the pen like a slicing blade. Draw a straight line traversing the double circle at any
plane on the opposite half of the circle from the dot. Begin and end the same distance from the
edge of the circle from points outside its circumference. The symbol you have drawn identifies a
dance."
After completing the exercise, I studied the image I just drew. I also pulled the card to
perform t.1-ris dance inside, so I tried to find somewhere in my apartment I wanted to perform.
W'nat really stood out to me in this passage was the use of line and direction. There's play
between straight angular lines and curved ones, so I tried to fmd a angular space to perform it in.

I chose to film it in the long hallway in my apartment. Inside this long narrow rectangle I played
with hip circles, different facings, and danced around like no one was watching. I smiled through
the whole thLrig, because I was in a silly mood a.,d knew what I was doing was just silly and
weird. By no means was I trying to take myself seriously. But in doing this ideas came to me
much faster than they had the previous days tris week.

June 2nd, 2013Family came to visit yesterday so unfortunately I was unable to write a short blurb about
my day's dance. But I'll make up for it here in t'ie WTap up of the week.
Friday I travelled to Ojai to visit my parents and uncles who were in town from New
York. Since I was there, I decided to call up one of my best friends, Cody Huffman, to help me
out with the day's movement study. She's one of the most creative dancers I know, and I will
definitely be collaborating with her tJrroughout this project.
We selected from Anna Halpdn, pg. 209, a list of movement directions:
"Moving on the ground without the use of arms or legs.
Move through space remaini.'lg on the ground, using elbows and knees.
Crawl on hand and knees.
Move through space on hands and feet.
Continue and move on feet with hands low, barely brushing the floor like
,fft

ape.

Continue lifting the body a bit higher, yet still bent forward.
Walk upright and notice the tremendous change in one's feelings.

Extend the spine and elevate the body towards the sky.
Life the body high off the ground into the air, like a bird.
The last movement in the evolutionary cycle tends to be vigorous, as
people attempt to fly and leap and jump. It will feel like a relief to lie
down afterwards and rest, and this will take us into our guided breath
meditation."

We decided to film it outdoors in a public park. We took turns crossing in front of the
caruera alternating each step of the evolutionary cycle of walking upright. Ironically, right when
we got to walking upright, a large crowd of children and parents walked right across the can1era.
I caught a couple kids doing cartwheels and other fun moves and included it in my footage
compilation for the week.
Speaking of, so today I went back and watched all of the footage from the week's studies
and compiled it into a two-minute segment. It was way more fun than I thought it would be!
Reflecting upon the week it surprises me how ,veil my emotional state translates through the
footage. The first tvvo days I felt nervous, anxious, restricted, and uncomfortable. You can sense
it through my shallow breath and facial expressions. The third day I tried playing with a different
camera angle and focused solely on my feet. The next day I was in a silly mood and didn't really
care as much about filming myself. And the last day we captured so much footage I decided to
play with the speed of the video to cram in the whole piece into 30 seconds.
I am kind oflost with what I should do with the background noise, ifI should leave it as
is or add in some music. I also had trouble with mixing the choreography ... currently it remains

in chronological order. I hope that maybe next week when I have more to play with I'll be
inspired to mix things up more. Today's work is a rough, rough rough edit. But I'm proud of it. It
makes me laugh to see Cody and I crawling and jumping around with no reservations. I was so
worried this morning that I wasn't going to find anything from the footage that was usable, but a
lot of it was .. .I felt my creative self reawaken as I noticed small intricacies in my movement that

I really liked and wanted to show. To r ,any it may not look like much, but I'm really excited to
see where this video goes from here, how I grow and develop.

JUJ.,e 6th, 2013An unexpected family get together took me out of town the past couple of days. I wasn't

as focused on this project as I probably should have been but was sure to continue my work and
dance and record each day to the prompts I had.
Sunday was my day off, which I very much enjoyed to relax and let go of my previous
week's work. Monday my parents and I drove up to Shell Beach, and enjoyed an afternoon
together as a family drinking wine and listening to music and enjoying the sounds of the waves. I
specifically chose my prompt for that day, which was a passage from the novel Zorba the Greek
by Nikos Kazantzakis:
"'Why don't you laugh? '\IVhy d'you look at me like that? That's how I am. There's a
devil in me who shouts, and I do what he says. Whenever I feel I am choking with some
emotion, he says: "Dance!" and I dance .... Ah, my poor friend, men have sunk very low, the
devil take them! They've let their bodies become mute and they only speak with their mouths.
But what d'you expect a mouth to say? 'What can it tell you? If only you could have seen me! I
da..,ced my misfortunes, my travels, how many times I've been married, the trades I've leamedO

quarrier, miner, pedlar, potter, comitadji, santuri-player, passa-tempo hawker, blacksmith,
smuggler- how I'd been shoved into prison, how I escaped, how I arrived in Russia ... " (73).
After meditating on the passage I went down to the private beach at our resort and danced
freely on foe sand wit..h a bottle of wine i..r1 hand and Greek folk music playing in my head. I felt
loose, bound toget..her by nothing more than my skin and bones and muscles and organs. My
energy and spirits were high, which rn

w reflecting on it I'm worried about watching the footage

because I know I was not really in control and just flailing about how my body wanted to move.
This is what I resort to when I'm not actively fainking about creating a dance or artistic
movement. I am loose, free, and move in a liquid form. I let go of my muscles and let my bones
direct me. It feels amazing when I'm in a moment like this, but I know from the outside I look
like a complete fool. I think this is why I originally wanted to study and pursue dance, because
I'm trying to find a way I can fee! as great as I do when I move like that while also executing
awesome technique and presenfo1g work that is visually pleasing.
Hearing the way Zorba talks about dancing is exactly how I describe why I dance to my
family and others. It's a form of comn1unication that keeps me sane. It's an emotional outlet that
is physically exhausting but beautiful. My dance this day was free and wild. It was the
expression of all the pent up emotion and stress I have in my life. It was therapeutic and relaxing.
I felt an1azing afterwards.
Vv'hile doing this dance I stepped on a bee, and since I'm slightly allergic my foot swelled
up to the point where I couldn't point my toes! Tuesday's da..'lce reflected that pain and physical
limitation, while I changed it up and held the caiuern in my left hand and filmed movement with
my right, inspired by a prompt I chose from a book with passages that personify hum&'!

emotions. The emmion was "Excitement". So a lot of the hand movements were articulate but
sporadic and random.
For today, Wednesday, I pulled a prompt that was a picture of an old, worn down outdoor

staircase made of rock at,d dirt. I plan to choreograph a short phrase on a staircase that plays with
level and direction and film it from a couple different angles, since I haven't done that yet in this
process.
Will add more tomorrow to clarify things.
June 7th, 2013From Gendler, pg. 55 Commitment:
"Commitment has kind eyes. He wears sturdy shoes. Everything is very vivid when he is
around. It is wonderfi.tl to sit a.'l.d have lunch in his gardens around harvest time. You can taste in
the vegetables that the soil has been cared for. Because Commitment is so serious, he loves
clowns and balloons and fools ru'ld limericks. He has four daughters, grown now, but when they
were little they always took him to the circus. There is something special about the way
Commitment gazes at the new moon. I wish I knew how to explain it. He is such a simple man,
and yet he is mysterious. He is more generous than most people. His heart is open. He is not
afraid oflife. He is manied to joy."
While preparing this movement study I thought about al! of my personal commitments,
be it my relationships with others, or tasks and duties I have every day. Honestly, comnritment
overwhelms me. I cannot be at ease when considering all of the c01mnit.'Ilents I have in my life. I
often disregard the commit.'Ilents I have to myse!f... to take care of myself and be happy.

I rehearsed the movement for today, which was a very different feel from the previous
work this week which has been all improvisational. It felt controlled and fluid. I played with an
fuuJ.

gesture like t.hat of holding a child a lot in this phrase, mainly because when I read this

passage I got a sense that Commitment is calm, collected, protective, and caring. Commitment
moves with purpose. Commitment is serious, but enjoys silly things. This phrase was the most
"choreographed" I've felt so far.
June 10th, 2013The editing process this weekend was extremely challenging for me, not too sure why. I
looked over my notes from the previous week and wanted to try and play around with the
footage more, but as I started interlacing each day's video I found myself getting more and more
frustrated, because at this point it is so hard for me to tear apart each day's work. Each day feels
like its own creative process and has its own fluidity and feel, so when I try and piece them apart
and put them together with other dances from the week, it doesn't feel right to me.
At this point, I think it is better ifl just edit down to a two minute segment of footage I
want to use, and not worry so much about the order it plays in. This video is not in a strict
chronological order like the last one was, but I'm still frustrated because I feel like there's so
much creative potential that I'm not using.
I think working with someone else on editing the footage would really help me out, to get
outside opinions on how the movement works with each other. I do plan on going back and
rearranging the entire piece once I finish filming everything. I guess I just have to wait until then
to really get creative with it.

The theme of this week's movement was the play between structure and being loose.
Mentally, it was frustration fr! myself for not really exploring my creative potential. I'm
disappointed that I'm not going outside my comfort zone. The footage I've seen so far feels ...
safe. Then again, in saying tiiat, I'm just passing judgement on my work. As an artist, I think one
tmly discovers their artistic identity when they figure out how much judgement they really need
to take into consideration i.n their creaf /e process and presentation of their work. It is a difficult
balance. I'm still workfrig on that. Judgement plays a big role in my work, both my ow11 and
others'. A.rid I know that's not ideal, and that is what drives many artists insane, but it is a
necessary part of creating.

· June 11, 2013Today's prompt comes from Halprin pg. 33:"Gravity, Inertia, and Momentum"
"Another import.&,t sour for developing a keener use of the kinesthetic sense is the
consciousness of movement in relation to gravity, inertia, and momentum. These three elements
operate on our bodies from the outside, whether we are fr! rest or motion. The human body is
subject to the pull of gravity as is any other object on the Earth. Wnen you move you are moving
in two polarities- one is going with gravity, the other is going against gravity; there are all shades
of yielding or resisting that lie in between."
Today I was in a horrible mood. I've found out I'm losing my job and I'm stressed about
paying my bills and other personal issues. I've been really lonely i..n my apartment by myself in
LA, and can't afford to drive home to visit my folks. This morning I woke up and went to a yoga
class and was very disappointed v1cith it .. .it was the worst class I've taken and I left it feelfrig
pain in places I never had before. I came home and tried to relax but couldn't seem to. \Vhen I
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first read this prompt I thought to myself, "Oh great, now I have to run and jump and fall and I
have no energy to do anything offoat sort." I put off doing this movement study until tonight,
when I got a spontaneous urge to do foe dance involving the one piece of fcffniture I have in my
living room, this big giant green velvet chair. I worked with inversions, falling, dropping,
releasing, and feeling the polarities working both with and against gravity. I kicked the ceiling
doing one inversion and couldn't hel" but laugh. At that point I just let go and dove into the
meditation of my work. And it really did help with improving my mood. I found new ways to
travel across or climb around on or jump off my chair. I found myself in situations during the
phrase where I thought to myself, "Whoa, this is pretty cool." Of course, my biggest challenge in
dance is that most of the time, when I have these moments where I feel like I'm doing the
coolest, most interesting movement I have ever created, it never seems to be very visually
pleasing. I stopped myself from watching the video right after. I look forward to seeing it again
this Saturday.
June 16th, 2013-Week 3 Prompts and Ideas
Tuesday's Prompt from London pg. 27: "Play is an experiment without hypotheses. Try
this: Combine stuff, such as tom paper, scraps of wood, bits of cloth or string- unguided by
reason, precedent, taste, or propriety. Disassemble tl1ings in the same fashion. Have no end in
mind but the pleasure or simply pure energy of fancy to propel you on. Save nothing from this
activity, honor nothing. See how long you ca.'1 sustai.'1 simply toying with new combinations
without setting down or converging on old norms. Choose colors, shapes, marks that you
wouldn't be caught dead using: see what happens.

Once upon a time, when we were very young, every moment of our day and every item
and event within it were noveL With no conceptual framework against which items were to be
arr&,ged, we toyed and played with everything. We combined ordinary things in ex1:raordinary
arrangements. We stuck thir1gs into scandalous places, we shattered things revered by others. We
!mow better now, now we are tamed, trained in the ways of our elders. And much of that is to the
good. But not all. If our hard-won sen·\! of shared propriety has cost us our ability to see the
world as if for the first time, ifwe have given up our ability to play, we will have lost the cutting
edge of our creativity. So, when it's safe, and there aren't any other adults around, play."
I chose to tak:e this prompt rather literally, and ended up just filming a birds eye view of
myself drawing on a sheet of paper, then ripping the paper up and piaying with the bits of it. I
was thinking throughout the process of how easily entertained most children are, and tried to
capture some of that curiosity and interest while I was performing this study. The dip ended up
beir1g close to six n1i.'1utes, which was interesting to observe because it really didn't feel that long
when I was in the moment. The time flew by when I was playing with the paper. The last line of
this prompt really spoke to me. Now my third week into this process, I've been feeling kind of
trapped and lin1ited as I've been performing many of my studies in my apartment. l have this
desire to go out and perform and dance outside and in other locations, but have this anxiety of
other people watching me as I work that limits my creative ability. I will challenging myself next
week to go outside more.

Wednesday's prompt from Hay, pg, 64:
"Perform a short solo with the following guidelines:

I.The dance could be performed anywhere in the studio. No preparation was necessary. There
was no need to be creative."

This is the shortest prompt I've worked with so far, and when I initially chose it I felt as
t..liough it was too broad of an idea for me to really focus on. I chose for myself to perform the
solo to a random song in my itunes libraJ. The song that happened to come up when I hit
"shufi1e" was this song "Doll Parts" by Courtney Love, a song that I actually have been wanting
to choreograph a solo to. This prompt, however, suggests that the piece not be planned out or
anything, but since I've heard the song so many times, and nnderstand the musicality of the
piece, I was able to kind of shape my improvisational work more so than I could to silence. I've
always known that about my personal dance identity, is that I'm greatly influenced by music and
perform with great musicality. This must come from my years of studying music theory and
playing instru.ments. It's something I can easily relate to and catch on to, so it's my fall back for
when I'm lost in creating movement.

Thursday's prompt from Bainbridge Cohen, pg. 17:
"Vertebrate patterns are an outgrowth of the process and provide the structure to express it.
-The six 'push patterns' establish our primary gravitational support, strength and personal
kinesphere. They are: spinal push from head to tail/from tail to head; homologous push from two
hands to 1:'No feet/from two feet to two hands; homo lateral push from hand to foot of tl-ie same
side/from one foot to hand of the same side.

-The six 'reach and pull patterns' establish our lightness, spatial intent beyond our personal
kinesphere :md change oflevel. They are: spinal reach and pull from the head/from the tail;
homologous reach and pull from the two hands/from two feet; contralateral reach and pull from
one hand through to the opposite foot/from one foot through to the opposite hand.
-Initiating movement from the head, spine and tail, increases our attention; initiating from the
upper and lower limbs, increases our iv-.ention.
When uninhibited, each pattern fully develops and automatically transitions into the succeeding
pattern. Each pattern reemerges as we change our levels from lying to flying."
This prompt had so much to explore, but since I worked a 9 hour day at Yogaworks and
came home to do this study after that, I was exl1austed and not focused enough to really dive into
t.1-iis study. My dance focused primarily on rotation and curvature of the spine. I focused on the
third bullet of the prompt, and played with initiating movement from the head and how that felt
compared to initiating it from my hips. Looking back at this prompt I really want to revisit it and
explore the first two bullets that describe the push and pull patterns more. My study this week
was primarily contralateral movement. It's interesting that as we develop, we naturally chose to
move more in a contralateral style .... must be because it's more effective in traveling, but there's
so much to explore in bilateral movement.
Friday's Prompt from Andrea Olsen, pg l ! :
"We live in a fluid body, our origins were in the primordial seas. If we follow the
evolutionary story, derived from fossil record and close observation, we see that our ancestors
traverse through various body forms. Through all of these changes, we retained our liquid core.
The ai11J1Jotic fluid in the womb and our blood retain the saline content of the sea. Our skin keeps

us from drying up; in fact, a human ca,_, be described as a sack of water walking around on feet.
Although we may thing of ourselves as solid, fixed, or hard-wired, we are indeed fluid creatures,
with adaptability &'id responsiveness as key characteristics for survival on earth.
Underlying human complexity is the unity of the single cell. The unique pattern for the
whole body is contained in two strands of DNA housed in the nucleus. The fluid cytoplasm of
each cell, like the body as a whole, is r ,proximately 70 to 80 percent water. The selectively
permeable cell membrane, like our outer skin, both separates and connects our internal contents."
I was happy to pull an Andrea Olsen prompt to end this week on, since she relates a lot of
her work to nature and being outdoors. Since I had a bit more time available to me on Friday I
went on a walk around my neighborhood when I woke up and performed a short dance on the
street where I felt inspired. I naturally dance in a more fluid fashion. It's hard for my body to be
staccato and sharp. My body jiggles and bounces, it is not hard and rigid. Everyone always wants
what they can't have, however. I've always admired and been drawn to choreographers and
dancers that are able to move in a way thats very sharp, clean, crisp, and spritely, because for me
I tend to be heavy, fluid, soft, and loose. Petite allegro is my greatest challenge. 1 would be
completely lost in a fast-paced ba!!room class. It's hard for me to "work with what I have" when
it's not what I'm naturally drawn to. I would love to observe other dancers who tend to move in a
similar way that I do. I've been feeling as though I need to go take a class or observe other
dancers to get inspired about new movement ideas since I feel as though I'm performing similarlooking work every day in this process.

June 18th, 2013I just finished editing the video from week 3. I am a day behind schedule because there
was SO MUCH usable footage' I vvas amazed at how some of the dances looked on film. I hadn't
watched any of the footage until yesterday and was so intrigued by the shapes and patterns I was
creating with my body. The image and 'heme of fluidity really came through in my movement. It
created new shapes in my body I hadn't really explored before.
My initial, judgmental thought when I watched this week's video was that it looked really
silly. But, I really had fuTi this week. A,,d I'm happy that this experience is not making me self
· conscious, but rather making me excited about my work.
For today's study I chose a prompt from Halprin that was an image of stick figures
performing some sort of yoga-like position series. I took it very literal, and for the film I just
performed each position in order as it is listed on the paper, while improvising the transitions in
between. It was sort of freeing to have this very structured approach to what I had to produce.
Sometimes it's pjce to take a break from "creating" and just be a follower for once.

June 23, 2013-Wrap up ofvVeek 4
Tuesday I iropjcally pulled another image based prompt, with the caption "Capillary
Isorings are the places of suspended rest between going a,,d coming. The characteristic qualities
of the isorings are restful alertness and expanded peacefulness when there is balanced tone." Cohen pg. 73

I was inspired by the words "suspended rest" and "restful alertness". I filmed the shot
next to the stream running tl:Jrough my aparunent complex, because the capillary isorings image
looks similar to this area. In an email exchanged between myself and Professor Heiland, she
suggested I play around with different movement qualities, since most of what I had created so
far was very balanced, flowing, and soft. So I channeled the "restful alertness" that was
suggested with this prompt, and worke ' with creating short, spastic, staccato movement pl:Jrases
that were spread out between moments of stillness or alertness. The movement was much more
sharp than I normally tend to move. What I discovered in moving in this way was it was hard to
keep going and improving in a movement style I'm not as comfortable with. I would have to
·pause to think about where tlus movement could go into or flow into, which is much different
t..han the way I feel and process tl:Jrough slower, more connected movement.
Wednesday I pulled from Deborah Hay, pg 85: "Simultaneously, four heads tum to look
over four left shoulders. So, too, t½e anns, to t½e left of the torso, are curved upward, u-shaped,
with architectural certainty. fu,.'ihest left, woman-in-a-slip's arms are above her shoulders. Each
woman in tum holds her arms slightly lower so t½at bare-headed one, furthest right, curves hers
opposite her hips. Although heads face arms, the gaze is no riveted there. The performers are
practicing a more inclusive seeing-through, around, and beyond their arms."
What I took from this prompt was to focus my gaze with a far kinesphere, noticing things
in the distance rather than focusing solely on myself. The vision she describes obviously is a
group piece, so in an attempt to capture the whole image with just myself, I used a lot of
repetition and sequencing in my movement. I channeled a bit of Trisha Browns aesthetic and

tried to be loose and a bit heavy in my movement and channeled her sequencing pattern she likes
to use, where she'll move from position to position in a pattern like, 8o ab, abc, abed, abcde, etc.
Thursday I pulled a description of beauty from Gendler, which says: "Beauty is startling.
She wears a gold shawl in t.he summer and sells seven ldnds of honey at t.he flea market. She is
young and old at once, my daughter and my grandmother. In school she excelled in mat.hematics
and poetry. Beauty doesn't anger ea ily, but she was annoyed with t.he journalist who kept asking
0

her about her favorites- as if she could pick one favorite color or favorite flower. She does not
mind questions thoug..h, and she is fond of riddles. Beauty will dance with anyone who is brave
enough to ask her."
Since this week I was more focused on capturing a complete image and movement
experience, I went ahead and dressed more femininely, with a long skirt and top, and danced on
my porch while the light shining through the trees with random shadows all over me as I moved.
\\'hen I think of beauty, I also think of confidence, grace, and ease. I tried to move with purpose
and create pretty images with my body.
Friday I chose from Hay, pg 55: "Creating time each day for uninterrupted attention to its
practice, reconfiguring the self into fifty-three trillion cells in an active, nonlinear dialogue with
all there is. Dialogue requires my participation and it balances the lightness of all there is. I
believe my cellular body knows dialogue in a way that I rarely experience in ordinary life.
I presume dialogue is present and I exercise t.he choice to notice it. I do not create, look
for, or try to define it.
I endow my cells with this ever-changing exchange with anything I can or cannot see. I
do not burden myself with the veracity of the exercise. I imagine that what I see- the trees, dogs,

people, river running, is dialoguing with every cell in me. My noticing dialogue describes how I
see rather thou what I see. It attaches me to my wiverse."
I played with the concept of call and response. I channeled a character that was much
younger than I am that's more curious and responsive to the surrounding world. I continued to
play with the sharp, angular movement I've been exploring this week, in a way that's different
from previous experiences.
Prof. Reiland brought to my attention new approaches to this experience I may want to
explore. CmTently I treat each day as its own individual experience, rather than a connected
journey from one day to the next. Perhaps next week I will try to make each day's work more
·cohesive, so that I am able to dive deeper into a single concept rather than lightly dabble in each
day's new ideas. I may even try wearing the same outfit each day next week when I film to give
the week's work more of a connected feel.
She also showed me a video this week on Youtube called "Essential Dance Film-Away
From Here", exploring the incongruity of modern dancers dancing in an ancient landscape. I was
inspired by the different camera angles used and the editing of the film. It makes me wish I had
someone else working with me and filming me on this project so that the camera could move to
follow me rather than just stay stationary in each shot that I do. When my boyfriend gets back
from being out of state next week I may ask him to help me with the filming process to add more
dynamic video angles to change up my work.
I also loved how the dancers weren't afraid to just dive into their surroundings and get
dirty and roughed up. Exploring more contact work, a.nd working with others is definitely where
I wa.nna go with this project in the upcoming weeks.

We're close to the halfvvay mark, now completing week four. It has been flying by! I
worry that what I've been creatfrtg is not substantial enough! But it has definitely been a
challenge for me to get through this process, both mentally and physically. (With hying to heal
my plat,tar fascitis and muscle imbalances, as weli as deal with a long distance relationships and
the stresses of being a broke college student).
But I do feel I am learning a l0t about myself as an artist and the artistic process, I just
hope others are able to recognize that in my work.

June 24, 2013Week 4's video was the first that I didn't include footage from every day I filmed. Three
studies of the week just really stood out to me, and included much more footage that I wanted to
use and play with. The video ended up being close to four minutes long, because unlike previous
weeks, the dances I created were not moments I felt that should be chopped up and messed
around with. They were dance moments that needed longer time to be fully expressed. I find that
I am now able to stay in the moment for longer periods of time. I also notice that the editing
process is slowly becoming my favorite part of this project, mostly because it's fun for me to
look back at my work that I doubted in the moment, and see something useful come out of it. I'm
!earning to trust myself more and elfrninate personal judgement when editing.
I do want to play with using more than one camera angle in one study, which will require
that I repeat material, and spend more time choreographing rather than improvising, or acquiring
another ca.rnera. Since I can't afford another ca,rnera, I think this project may be moving more
towards creating rehearsed material rather than capturing spontaneous and improvised

movement. We'll see how it works next week, and if it doesn't end up working for me, I'll return
to the original way I was working. I will be uploading Week 4's video this afternoon, and
completing the first day of week 5 tonight.

July 1, 2013This week's schedule was r0mpletely out of balance so finding the time to reflect on my
experiences was difficult. I'll be honest, I wasn't able to film every day this week. I filmed two
short studies on Monday and Tuesday, skipped Wednesday, then filmed Timrsday, Friday, and
Saturday. Sunday I took the day off to relax and recollect, and today I am now posting this
week's video and reflecting upon my experiences.
Now halnvay done with this experience, I now have more confidence to venture away
from the prompts and provide myself with ideas to explore through movement. However,
completely letting go of the prompts is not the intention of this project. Instead, after I read over
the day's prompt, I am now choosing what other elements I want to incorporate into the study by
myself, whether it should be a day where I film my entire body or from a certain angle. I found
that this week I really wanted to work with music. When I do, I notice I am able to stay in the
moment, or in the meditative state of that movement exploration, for a longer period oftime. I
now am creating pieces of work with more connectivity and length. Condensing the work down
to a two minute segment is becoming more and more difficult. Vihich I believe is a good thing.
The video I edited for this week included my dances from Monday, Thursday, and Friday.
Monday's prompt comes from Gelb, pg. 37: "Leaming from Mistakes ac---id Adversity. Leonardo
made many mistakes and experienced tremendous adversity in his quest for truth and beauty. In

addition to false accusations, invasions, exile, and the wanton destruction of one of his greatest
works, the maestro's most significant adversity was probably the sheer loneliness of being so far
ahead of his time. Although he experienced self-doubt and questioned the value of his efforts, he
never gave up. Leonardo's courage ffftd persistence in the face of adversity are tremendously
inspiring. He strengthened his will to continue his work through affirmations that he wrote in his
notebook."
For this study I chose to focus on my hands, since they are the instruments which
Leonardo Da Vinci used to create his work. I focused on capturing the energetic and movement
qualities of frustration, adversity, and exile. I played with different levels of force and tension in
· my hands. It begins with slamming down my fisted hands in frustration, but they open up and let
go on the tension i_n order to explore and express other sensations.
Thursday's prompt, Cohen pg 67:
"The Fluid System. The fluids are the transportation system of the body. The underlie
presence and tracrisformation and play a major role in the overall counterbalancing of tension and
relaxation, rest and action. The characteristics of each fluid system relate to a different quality of
movement, touch, voice and state of mi_nd. These relationships can be approached from the
aspects of movement, mind states, or from the anatomical and physiological functioning."
This study came easily for me, since my go-to movement style uses a lot of connectivity
and fluidity. I chose to dance to a instrumental composition called "Zoot Allures" by Frank
Zappa, since his work really inspires me. He's incredibly creative in the ways he plays with
instrumentation and music composition. It's fi.nJ. for me to explore dancing to his music because
when I do, I tend to combine a bunch of different movement styles into one phrase or one piece.

To explain, I'll go from doing these long, legato leg extensions or slow, heavy rolls on the floor,
into sporadic and small jumps and hip swings and flicking motions to keep up with the
musicality of the piece. Since I spent the day before this study in bed all day nauseas and sick to
my stomach, I had a lot of trouble feeling balanced in my work, so it seems a bit more offbalance and not as gr01.n1ded as my work normally is.
Friday's prompt came from Si~+er Wendy, pg 114: "Symbol of Love. In the end, love is to
be practiced rather than WTitten out. Howard Hodgkin's Fruit does not attempt to paint a real
fruit, but rather to recall and to celebrate the thing that has given such delight. It is a tiny picture,
with several layerings of rich red border, but the remembered fruit escapes its confines,
·overwhelming the viewer with its richness and glory. He is painting a memory of intensity,
choosing it as his theme, forgetting himself in appreciation of it. T'nis is the perfect symbol of
what it is to love." Since my boyfriend was coming home today after we spent six months apart,
he naturally became the inspiration for this day's dance. I chose to dance to a song called "Cinder
and Smoke" by hon and Wine, for no particular reason other than the general vibe of this song
kind of went along with the style of movement I wanted to create. This was the most "dancelike" movement study I have created. It comes across as a narrative, a story, with a beginning,
middle and end, when I watch it. I am proud of this day's work.
I plan to get back on a more rigid schedule with this project today, since I was all over the
place last week. I was once again pleasantly surprised with the way the footage came out when I
was watching it during the editing process. I notice that when I feel confident in my movement,
it directly shows in the quality of movement t.'lat I create. This week's theme was musicality and

emotional expression. I see definite progress in how long I am able to stay in a moment or in a

study than ever before. I feel I am creating more complex work, and find it interesting that there
are some similar poses and movements that are rehLming from the first few studies in my later
work. I feel much more confident on camera, and relaxed. I'm just a tad bit lost on where I
should try and go with this project now that we're halfuay done with it, if there's some sort of
goal I'm working towards, or if just experiencing this day by day and reflecting on my work is
enough for my "senior thesis".

July 7, 2013-\Veek 6
For some reason, be it my birthday comi_ng up, or realizing that I'm almost done with
. college, I've found myself contemplating my own mortality a lot lately. Sometimes it scares me,
ofr1er rimes it just overwhelms me how amazing it is to be alive. I !mow it sounds so morbid and
dark, and I'm not depressed, but I've just been really curious of what it is that really animates our
souls, our personalities. Our muscles and bones and nerves move our outer shell, our bodies, in
such intricate ways, yet when we're asked to move on our own, and create "DANCES" ... where
does that come from 9
I don't mean to get all philosophical here. I just put myself in a weird mental state at the
beginning of the week when I started thinking about the concept of life and death. I started
freaking out knowing that almost a quarter of my life is already gone, and I'm still unsure of
where I'm going.
My prompts for this week sort of pushed me deeper into L.'us uncomfortable mind set. To

start it off, I had from Deborah Hay, pg. 1:

"I lie on the floor in the corpse pose, called Savasana in yoga. Wherever I am the dance
is. Instead of dancing wherever I am, I choose the time and space to play. This is equilibrium,
a..Y\d motion. Several minutes pass before I remember even to notice that my thoughts are going
yacketta, yacketta, yack- even after three thousand corpse poses. How many dance students
dance alone uninterruptedly for at least forty minutes daily, outside of rehearsing,
choreographing, or physically stretching? Why is this not a four-year requirement for every
college student? How else can a person develop a,, intimate dialogue with the body? I
p1nposefully inhale and quiet my thoughts.
There are three "what if' components to the I who dances. What if:
"I" is the reconfiguration of my body into fifty-three trillion cells at once?
"I" practice non-attach..ment to each moment?
"T' know nothing?"

I also explored a "storytelling" prompt from Halprin, and a "touch of nature" exploration
from Gelb. My main source of inspiration tr_._is week was the film, "Pina", which I watched on
Netflix. My boyfriend actually saw her compa,,y perform in Germany, so it was interesting to
hear his observations and commentary of her work, since he doesn't really know anything about
dance, but studies theater. I couldn't help but notice that a lot of her work presented in this film
focuses on gender roles. Oftentimes, the women are subjected to a lot of manipulation of their
movement by frie male da_ncers. They clearly have their own distinct roles and actions. This led
to be contemplating hm;v my work is influenced by my gender, and how the shape of my body
can influence the interpretation of a movement.

The movement I created this week was all very simple, gestural, and pedestrian. I tried to
stay in moments of stiilness a lot more than I had previously. This week almost felt like a step
back, or a pause :from the momentum I had been picking up in previous weeks' work. I just
wanted to create work that was unisex, plain, and study what it is that was influencing how I
moved, be it my emotional or mental state, or merely physical sensations and environmental
influences. When I danced outside, I let the uneven landscape of nature direct where I danced
and how I moved. When I was inside my apartment, I was more focused on my mental state and

t.'le u,,easy philosophical questions I had been pondering.
Even though I've been doing this project now for six weeks, I still shy away from asking
others to dance with me in my studies. Next week I really don't want to focus on myself, but
maybe try and observe the movement of others and my relationships with other physical beings
in trying to create work that isn't all a.bout me.
Since I had been in this sort of dark state of mind I picked up one of my yoga books from
my certification to try &'ld read into to distract me and motivate me to get out of this frame of
mind. In BKS Iyengar's "Light on Yoga", it says:
"The yogi knows that he is different from his body, which is a temporary house for his
spirit. He sees all beings in the Self and the Self in all beings and therefore he loses all fear.
Though the body is subject to sickness, age, decay and death, the spirit remains unaffected. To
the yogi, death is the sauce that adds zest to life. He has dedicated his mind, his reason and his
whole life to tlie Lord. When he has linked his entire being to the Lord, what shall he then fear?"
Although I am not a very religious person, I found comfort in this idea, that our
personalities, our spirits, are so large and profound that they can exist beyond our physical

bodies. Some things I will never know, I just have to find that sense of faith that everything is
going to be okay; Lhat there's a reason we don't exist forever in physical form. And ifI think of it
this way, all that I have physically created and danced seems so much more impressive az1d
amazing. I think all prominent choreographers and dancers have a sense of fear about this topic,
because it pushes ti'iem, with a slight sense of urgency, to keep creating, and try to create the
most awesome work they can. To push beyond and outside our physical boundaries.
We'll see how the editing process goes this evening.

July 15, 2013-Week 7
I fell behind in my project's work because this last week was my 21st birthday week, a,'ld
my boyfriend and I went out of town on a mini-vacation to celebrate. But now that I am back at
home and things are finally settling down, I was able to catch up with everything.
Today starts week 8 ofmy project. Week 6 and 7's videos were just uploaded to Youtube.
I talked about week 6's experience in my last blog post, that it was a week that I experienced sort
of a weird, deeply philosophical quandary of mortality, and how that influenced my work. This
last week, however, was very happy and uplifted. I ironically pulled a couple prompts that really
helped me overcome that sense of fear and anxiety that was happening the week before.
This week started with a prompt from Bonnie Bainbridge discussing developmental
patterns. It says, "The developmental process establishes the basic patterns of all our movement.
The development of movement in human infants, from fetal movement, through creeping,
crawling, to walking closely parallels the development of movement in the animal kingdom,
from the one-celled ani'Ilals through the primates. Development is not a linear process but occurs

in overlapping waves with each stage containing elements of all the others. Because each
previous stage underlies and supports each successive stage, any incomplete development or
skipping of any stage leads to perceptual movement problems. By returning to these basic
patterns, we can re-pattern om response and establish more efficient nervous pathways to support
our movement."

The last three sentences ofthis prompt were what mainly inspired my movement
exploration. The day before, I had spent the afternoon in Long Beach at my cousin's two-yearold daughter's birthday. It was so fascinating to watch and play with all these toddlers and
infants. I used a lot of Josie's (my cousin's daughter's) movement in this study, moving from a
sort of fetal position, to rolling over from my back to stomach, and later crawling, scooting on
my knees, and finishing with walkmg. What I've noticed now is that this far along in the project,
movement comes so much easier. Findi__Tlg connectivity between each movement seems so much
more
natural. Although this definitely shows my development as a dancer and artist during this
,
process, it's made the video editing so much more difficult. I've just completely disregarded the
two-minute limit for each week's video, because moments now take more time to fully express
themselves.
The next day I pulled a prompt discussing skin. From Cohen, pg. 17 it says, "Initiating
and expressing movement through skin, brings out the qualities oflushness and sensuousness."
As a dancer, I feel as though I am most consciously aware of what my feet are feeling and
sensing when I dance, so for this movement study I filmed myself putting on my socks and
shoes, then removing them. It may come off as simple, pedestrian movement, but when one
focuses their attention at how they're performing a simple, every day task, it does add more

"lushness and sensuousness". I noticed how my feet felt with socks on versus bare. I noticed the
support my shoes gave my feet and how they felt when my laces were tied. They weren't
trapped, or wrapped, but rather, they were nestled in the cushioning of the shoe.
On my birthday, I chose not to dance or film. I wanted a break from focusing on my
project every day. But even thoug,'1 I wasn't filming my work, I was more consciously aware of
the movement happening around me. I got a massage that day and was more conscious at a
superficial, skin level than I normally would have been. When walking on the beach, I felt the
sand &.'ld rocks underneath my feet differently than I normally would have. My artistry and
creativity is no longer a separate entity from who I am. I no longer have to push aside my dance
work and think of it as a separate thing all together. It's integrated in all that I do.
The two other prompts this week came from Gelb, pg. 19, and Hay, pg. 64.
"In a notebook, try a twenty-minute stream of consciousness writing session on the topic:
'What would I do differently ifI had no fear of making mistakes?'" and "Because I have taken
my body, by my will, to so many unknown, strange, demanding and frightening places, it is no
longer afraid."
Focusing on this sense of fearlessness completely pulled me away from the dark mental
state I was in the previous week. For the twenty-minute stream of consciousness, I did do the
writing project, then filmed myself reciting some of the interesting phrases I bad created. The last
prompt of the week I chose to perform with my boyfriend. We had spent the entire day driving
back from Pismo beach to Los Angeles, and were both tired and somewhat delirious. I had no
desire to film that day, but my boyfriend insisted that I do so before we went to bed. So in the
living room, we explored together fun, playful trust exercises that required our full attention and

commitment. My boyfriend spent last semester studying abroad in Germany and Russia with the
theater prngram. He had a movement class in Russia that explored a lot of"Cirque De Soleil"
style partner-work that he then showed me how to do in this video.
This video was by far my favorite to edit, since I have never watched myself interacting
'Nith my boyfriend on tape. We hardly even take pictures together because we never consciously
think to do so. I may be a bit biased, but I was just so amazed from watching us interact how
apparent our emotional connectivity came t.lrrough. My dad always tells me he loves seeing my
boyfriend and I together because we act like kids with one another, and it's true. We just let go of
all judgement and fear when working together, and it's the first video I've filmed this entire
project where I've had a smile on my face the entire time.
I would love to capture that sort of emotional, human connection between dancers in a
choreographed piece. What would that take? Can that sort of connection be artificially derived,
_or does it reqmre a true emotional connection between the performers? I know that in high
school my dance tea.111 was very emotionally connected to one another, and I do think it helped us
with keeping synchronized a,_,d spatially aware of one another on stage.
With three weeks left of this project, I'm not too sure where I will end up. I'm going to
continue with what I'm doing now, and decide what to do with it all at the end.

July 29, 2013Today marks the end of Week 9. I held off on uploading week 8's work and my personal
comn1entary of it because when I initially watched the footage and the work I created that week,
I was so turned off by it that it was hard to not just delete it all and have nothing to do with it.

I was disappointed in myself, considering all the progress I had made in quieting the
judgmental voice inside me, I could,_,'t get past it last weekend. Be it the camera arig!es or outfits
I was wearing, I have no idea, I just felt as though I looked so unattractive and unhappy in each
day's work. And what's so frustrating about it, is when I'm in the meditative moment of creating
the dance, my appearance is the last ,f my concerns. So when I do see myself on camera and I'm
unhappy with the way I look, I often have a pretty negative and strong reaction to what I see
because it comes as a surprise. An unfortunate surprise.
But, in the moment, instead of losing my cool and deleting all of the footage, I decided to
just step away from the work and take a break, and allow myself to revisit it the following
weekend. And although I still slightly cringed at what I saw, I was more open to working with
what I have thari I was last week.
Week 8's focus, or theme, was on space and shape. I played with kinesphere, core-distal
movement and space exploration. I found that my focus was more so on my distal ends .... (hands
and feet) when in this "space exploration". It felt as though the space around me had some sort of
weight, or substance to it, and my limbs were carving through it when I moved. Sometimes, I
would just stand still and bring my conscious awareness to my most superficial layer, and how
the space around me felt on my skin.
My least favorite video from the week is the video I pulled the most footage from for the
end of the week video, interestingly enough, because I think it was the best at demonstrating
what it was I was working on that week. The focus is on my torso and arms ... my legs and head
and neck are not in the shot. To me, this is a very unflattering image ... what woman wants the

focus to be on their tummy a,_7_d chest? But once I got past that, I noticed that at this angle, the
core dist&; movement is much more apparent.
Although it was a frustrating week for me, I look back on it now and realize this is all part of
being a dancer, and findiz1g my a_rtistic identity. These are issues that all artists have to deal with,
and how I handled the situation was much more maturity than I would have just a couple years
ago.

July 29, 2013-Week 9
After a frustrating weekend, week 9's prompts were helpful in overcoming my self
criticism. UnJike previous weeks, these prompts were very straight forward and gave me a
specific exercise to explore, rather than a vague concept.
I started of with a prompt from Deborah Hay that suggested one explore movement with
t.'leir eyes closed. T11is was way more challenging than I thought it would be. I tried to not be
timid in my movement while my eyes were shut, but when I performed more elaborate steps, or
tu..rned, or tried to balance on one leg, I struggled! It's so hard to balance with one's eyes closed,
especially with a hu.rt foot. I also felt myself getting pretty dizzy by the end of this movement
exploration. But closing my eyes helped with overcoming self-consciousness. It brought my
focus inward, instead of all over the place.
Another day I pulled a prompt that suggested moving with sound, either with prerecorded
music or by producing the sound, myself. I felt shy about doing this exercise, but my boy£-iend
really pushed me to step outside my comfort zone, fu'ld even recorded hiDJ.self playing with t.\is
movement exercise, too. We produced movement that mirrored the guttural noises we were

making. So everything was spontaneous, and all was happening at once! It helped me completely
let go of my technical influence, and made the movement as natural and authentic as it could be.

It was the silliest I've been duri_rig this project, and the most I've just let myself go and have fun.

Danny and I were laughing at ourselves when I was editing this week's video, but what we
created was fun, and visually intriguing. The self-produced sounds added another sort of energy
to the movement, a dynamic shift that ,mdn't been present in the previous weeks' work.
I can't believe I'm about to begin my last week of this project! It's been such a learning
experience for me, in rediscovering my dancer self, and my artistic identity. I let go of all
reservations and let my body, my movement, and my creativity lead and direct me through this
exploration, and watched as it revealed so many insights and lessons that I wasn't aware of
before.
We had a saying in my yoga certification program that we don't learn to be yoga
instructors, we just discover the teacher inside of us that's been there the whole time. When I let
go of the limitations and reservations I put upon myself, I'm amazed by my creative potentiai.
August 20th, 2013
So, I really postponed publishing my last blog post on this website, didn't I? That was
mainly because the end of my summer break was packed with things I needed to do before
school sta.rted up again. Now that I am back in school, and have miraculously found some free
time, I decided to publish this last blog post and also upload week ten's video on Youtube.
To begin, my major inspiration for week lO's work was a prompt I pulled from London,
pg. 34, which says, "No matter how many f,mes and how thin we slice it, in each slice the world
reveals a different aspect of itself. But we do have to slice it! Slicing it means we have to actively
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be there to meet it, touch it, poke it, allow it to smack into us. Each time we look at the world
differently we see a different dimension of it. If we look at it the same way, we notice the same
thing every time. The impoverishment of seeing on our part we take for an impoverished world.
And, of course, it isn't. So ifwe are to fully enjoy the show we must keep cha.,1ging our seat. We
must look underneath things, look closely at things, look ver/ slowly, gobble up lots of things,
stay with one thing all day, try impossible t.'Jings. Sometimes we have to squint, at other times we
need to stop speaking for a day. We have to close our eyes and listen to the world. Ifwe don't
change t.'ie angle of our vision, we won't see the whole show."
Since this was the last week I would be filming, I knew I wanted to try and incorporate
new "slices" to what I'd previously been doing. I chose to change up my camera angles, and
revisit some previous studies and explore those concepts more.
I noticed that in most of my previous dances, I'd been keeping the camera at a stationary spot,
. 1.ooking on the space that I was dancing in from a third-person point of view. The day I pulled
London's prompt, I came up ,vith the idea to tape my flip camera to my ceiling and film a sort of
"bird's eye view" and explored moving in different spatial plane. Unfortunately I was not able to
really see what all the camera captured until after I completed filming. Most of the shot was
focused only on my legs, but I was pleased with the work because it definitely added a new
element to what I was working with.
Another study from Ar,na Halprin I pulled focused on the use of space. It encouraged me
to go outdoors and explore the space between objects as they appear in nature. I chose to work in
the space inside my apartment complex that I had previously filmed in, a.rid followed the sml'!ll
pat.hways between the trees and plants and creek. I played with speed and direction .. .I didn't

focus on creating "dance". I simply travelled in the space around me. And when I fa-st watched
the footage I couldn't help but fee! like not much was created, or accomplished. But I really
played around with editing Htis week's video, and was happy with what I was able to make with
it.
I also revisited dancing with my favorite green velvet chair. This time the approach was
very different. The prompt was very emotionally driven, asking me to explore the feeling of loss.
So, the dance comes off as pretty somber. The movement was simple, but the message was clear.
The chair became the source of comfort.
This week, unlike others, I focused more on editing the film than creating the dances. I
was interested in whether I could create some sort of cohesive work, or storyline with the
movement I had created. Why I never really was able to access this before, I'm not entirely sure.
Maybe it was because I took a week long break between fiLTDing and editing, and was able to
separate myself from the work a bit more, thus making it easier to mess around with it. Who
knows. But it made the editing process a lot more enjoyable. Perhaps this is something to
consider if I were to do this project again, I would have allowed more time between filming the
movement studies and editing them together.
Everything in the editing process just seemed to come into place. I created this vision of
how I wanted the movement to come across in my head, and then was able to make it happen. I
finally feel a bit more connected to the creativity and accessibility I had before I came to college.
I'm much happier with the dancer that I am, and am able to malce "something" out of what I used
to see as "nothing". To explain, when I came to college I became much more self conscious of
my dancing, and was only focused on improving my techrtique. All artistry was pushed aside, as

I focused all my attention on being something "better". With this project, I was able to revisit this
pure sense of artistry and creativity I had before I was really aware of my technical faults, and
once I overcame a lot of my own personal judgement, making art, in this case dance, was so
much easier. I was able to make decisions without so much judgement or hesitation or regret. I
was able to access my other artistic abilities and interests in this video, as well! I chose music
accompaniment after the editing was done. (it just came to me, and made sense. It fit the message
I was trying to convey. It helped my movement feel more complete). I made a visual narrative. It
all is just corning together.
I watched some of my previous week's work today. One thing I did notice was how my
body type does influence how my movement is perceived. I think that since I have much more of
a "womanly" figure than the typical dancer does, some of my movement comes off as sexual
when I wasn't trying to be. In no way am I trying to label myself as sexy! But is this something I
shc,uld consider when I dance? My body is my vessel, and is what I create my work with. I
wonder if it's only me who sees it this way. I know this doesn't really tie into my thesis project
but wanted to just write a quick blurb about the idea since it was something I couldn't help but
notice in my work, and wanted to make note of it.
Now I plan to edit together all ten of the videos together in a similar manner that I did
with week ten, and make some sort of cohesive piece with all of the movement I created. Before
I was worried about what would come together, but now it's just flowing, as if my creative
energy and understanding of who I was as an artist was clogged, blocked, locked away, and is
now being released.
I'm so glad I was able to have this experience.

Appendix C- lVl:erntor's Feedback

Teresa says : June 1, 20 l3 at 8:45 am
Hi Alaina,
rm enjoying picturing you exploring movement, This week seemed to present aHowing

sensations and environments to guide you, You have some choices now, Will you read all the
journals and find a theme or thread that will infl.uence your editing of the footage? Or, will you
go straight to the video and see what is Lliere? The video footage is now rather like clay to play
with, chop up, spread out, piece together, and your editing process will be the "slip," or the
gooey clay that is used to hold things together, Even when film makers are working with a fixed
script, they all know that the editing room can be a place where anything can happen, You now
become the choreographer of the imagery in those short film clips, What order will they go in?
Will yon chop up small or large pieces? \½ll you repeat? How will you transition clips? What
mood will you create? \II/ill you keep in mind that there will be many weeks of films, or is this
two minutes a mini-movie that stands alone as a chapter in a book?
When yon finish your movie, reflect on both the decision-making process and the product. It
might be beneficial to discuss it intellectually as an art work and then from a personal and
emotional viewpoint about what it was like to make the movie,
To practice your langnaging skii!s about dance, be sure to write about Body, Effort, Shape, Space
or Space, Time, Energy types of talk.
Week one flew by. How will it inform week hvo?
Teresa

Teresa Hei]and says: June 5~ 2013 at 4:35 am

The decision to leave the first week's 2 minute dance in chronological order seems to come from
an instinctual place, That is important to accept, Other weeks yon may find you want to mix it up
and change the order of things, even alternate back and forth, etc.
Regarding the background noise: My instinct is telling me, from a distance and not being part of
the process, that you might want to just let the background noise remain until it is time lo make
the final PROJECT with all video clip, worked together into one final piece. If that sounds good,
then waii and deal with sound/music/etc later. If, however, you find yon are inspired by sound,
you might take note of that because it could be useful later. If you find that you need sound to
give that 2 minute video meaning, then try laying in sound, or at least making notes about what
kinds of soundimusic yon think would need to accompany that section,
Maybe give this first 2 minute video a working title for now, so you can call week I and also
another title that signal to you what it represents.
Great job! fr sounds fun. rm excited you got your friend to join in the fun too, This is what

artists do. They build their community around them, so they can make art and dance with likeminded peopie!!l
Hurrrrah!
Teresa

Teresa Heiland says : June 11, 2013 at 8:36 pm
Alaina, when it feels unnatural to tear apart footage and rearrange it, then yon have two choices:

(l) do not cut and paste it in such as way thatfee1s wrong; maybe choose the best bits and just
save them one after another with white space in between them; yon are then just honoring them
for a later time when you might need them; (2) save the pieces as they are, yet force yourself to

choose something to create from,just to see what happens when yon put those pieces together.
Either one of these choices is correct, and you are free to choose the one that makes the most
sense each time yon face those choices. You are the creator, the shaper, the archiver, the editor of
the footage. If you want to bring in someone to talk to while you do Lriat process, then you are
learning that you do like to work in conversation with a like-minded muse. That is beautiful, so
adopt it whenever you feel like it is what you want to be-be social or be alone.

Teresa Heiland says : June 11, 2013 at 8:37 pm
One more thing. I'm really enjoying your writing. You are very insightful and you explain things
so well that I feel like I'm part of the process. : )

TeresaHeiland says: June 11,2013 at8:39 pm
QUESTION: Would it be of any use to you at all for me to see each weeks 2 minute edited
dance? I want you to choose whether or not you want me to see things over the summer, or to
wait until August. If you do want to share, you could create a private youtube or vimeo spot and
give me a password to access your clips. This is entirely up to you.! just know you were feeling
a bit alone, and I want you to know that I am here ...

Teresa Heiland says: June 16, 2013 at 5:41 am
Hi Alaina Creative One.
l noticed you posted on Facebook, but l haven't seen anything here in a couple of days. Just post
whatever you can. The journey requires you come here.:)
Let me know if we need to shITft any of the project so that it continues to be inviting and

supportive of yom explorations.
Teresa

Teresa Reiland says: July 3, 2013 at 6:28 pm

HiA.
I've been traveling in the Rockey Mountains at a writing workshop for dancers, so I've been out
oftouch because we were so busy. I pologize.

I want to say that your writing is very rich, extremely rich. I actually love reading what you say,
as you have incredible insight and sensitivity to your own and other people's dancing.
You wrote about how much time passed without you noticing while you played with the paper,
drawing and tearing it up. This is being in the play-moment and I think it proved to be extremely
rich and interesting to watch from my side of things. I can see how you were exploring and
experimenting and that energy draws me in to your inspirations and to your pattern
developments. Very fun and very interesting. I'm going to jump ahead to this weeks video, as l
am a week behind and you just sent some new footage today.
Excellent work.
Teresa

Teresa Hei!and says: July 3, 2013 at 6:39 pm
Alaina,
I agree wholly that you are learning a lot about yourself as an artist and in the artistic process. l
know others wiH see it as weB, So that is the Ieast of my concerns. I know you are working weH
and this project is so coo!. Yes, it is going quickly, and yes we are explore a lot of different
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tenitory. l think the work is powerful and important. This work is for you mostly, that is what
senior thesis projects are for. ff the little bits you are making end up working out to be edited into
a single film, super. But if they don't we can create a last project that brings together key learning
moments, a particular setting and costume, and particular angles of filming. That is all possible,
and you will be so used to working this way that it will be easy. But we/you may decide that the
littie bits of filming Iha! you created o •er the summer are the core material of the final product. I
think that you can wait until the end to decide if you waut to create a final "extra" piece that is a
stand alone final film project. I believe the most important aspect of this work you are doing now
is living the life of the artist, every day. That presentation of the final bits can be figured out
r;loser to the end, al!J1ough it makes sense you are thinking about it. It might be fon to edit out a
film that is "the journey of exploration during summer" and then make a final short film that
highlights the most important aspects you learned, but in a new filming session.
Remember to watch the Anna Halprin film Breathe and the film about Pina Bausch called Pina.
They are both in the library and on Netflix. They will also give you insights into the lives of two
artists that faced dance making every day in interesting ways.
Teresa

Teresa Heiland says: July 3, 2013 at 6:53 pm
Hi Alaina,
Excellent work. Beautiful insights. Love hearing your journey. Yes, you are starting to trust
yourself, and this is growth and empowerment that you didn't al!o·N yourself to have before. So

that is huge.

Yes, you are woudering where the project will go and if this journey is enough to make a senior
thesis. Here are a couple of insights into that. First, we talked about making this summer about
process with smaH projects. That is happening and going great. We talked about possibly editing
this into a project that reveals t.1-ie journey, so you could edit it into a week-by-week video story
that has select quotations from the prompts and your reflections built into it, so viewers can see
what process you went to. OR you could create a film that incorporates the footage of the
movement, bu! doesn't reveal any of the prompts or reflections. Those seem to be the two
obvious choices. The third choice could be that you might want to take 1 or 2 of your favorite
filming sessions and recreate them so you get really good footage and can edit that into a final
fi!m- I hadn't thought of that until today.
Then the final part of this project is that we talked about you doing a literature review of how
other artists have lived the life of the artist, but that will happen during the fall. I believe that
watching those documentaries of Anna Halprin (Breath, or whatever the title is) and Pina Bausch
(Pina) would be part of that, but I think you need to see those now, during the summer. Watch
with your boyfriend, They are excellent documentaries that anyone would like to see. There are
likely a few others that we should be watching, so I'll try to think of those. We can also check the
library catalog to jog my memory of what is available.

I think your own intuition will tell you whether you want to make a journey-film, a final film
project from your favorite prompts OR both of those.

Then we can

out all of this material and make a beautiful display to show others, Also, we

can look at the kinds of journeying that occurred in your own writings, but we can kave that for
much later.

More on that later...
Teresa

Teresa Heil and says: July 15, 2013 at 6: 12 pm
.. Your introspection is clear. Your curiosities are rich. Small movements this week to match the
goals of the words you are exploring. Allowing. Noticing gender and seeing how to remove it.
Makes sense.
Today Mark Dendy (famous NY dancer who portrays Martha Graham as one of his performance
roles) posted a clip of male dancers embodying the diched movements of objectified women in
commercial jazz. Watch it. It is interesting. They go in the opposite direction of what you have
been exploring this week. I just thought the contrast would be interesting to observe.
https://wwwfacebook.comiphoto.php ?v=211522039000815
Teresa

TeresaHeiland says: July 15,2013 at7:51 pm
Love it! I will see you in a few minutes anyway, but wanted to let you know I just read this
journal. You are so insightful and aware, and your ability to explore and trnst yourself is quite
strong now. rm thrilled and looking forward to the last few weeks. Then we can see what you
might want to do with what you've learned and what/whether/etc you will do with all of this
next. Do you want to do more than tvvo weeks? I could come up with some assignments that
follow that are based on what you think you might want to do next.

Alamm Lllcido
9/17/2013
Senior T!Jesis Prnp
Reflections: §ummacy of Dance Studies
Fumfamentals of Dance Composition
• Explained what it meant to be a da11ce major at liiis university and what the LMU dance
community offers to its students
, Went over the fundamental elemern that go into creating a dance
, Explored our ovm choreograpmc voice with multiple different movement studies, like the still
image exercise, using a poem as a queue for movement, and creating "body machines"
, We exarnined each element of dance individualiy with different movement explorations, such
as shape, time, space, music, and collaboration
, Lea.rned how to articulate dance critique and visual observations in a comprehensive manner
, We learned proper dance etiquette in being both a performer and audience member, and how to
articulate our observations to our peers in a way that was helpfol and supportive for them
, Had the chance to go and watch Pilobolus perform, and use what we had learned about
observing dance in a professional setting

Principles ofMoveme!:'lt
, Was more of an academic approach to movement. Unlike Kinesiology, focused on different
methods of movement, like Bartenieff, Franklin Method, Pilates, Feldenkrais, and others
• Learned the differences between cognitive, affective, and psychomotor work
• Different methods of dance conditioning were practiced that one would not find h'l a technique
class
, Explored the six areas of concentration for a dancer: neuromuscular coordination, aerobic
conditioning, strength building, muscular endurance, flexibility/stretching, and alignment
, Developed tools and methods to help with our dance training and ways to rehabilitate physical
imbalances or injuries we may experience
, Learned the basics of massage for dancers and ways to relax aching muscles
, For our final, were asked to create a mini routine of exercises or stretches we had learned in the
course that we found most beneficial, and then lead a small group of our peers through these
exercises, reaffirming the practice for ourselves, and strengthening our ability to help and teach
others
Khmce Styles and Forms
• Choreographic tools were discussed and used in movement studies, such as augmentation,
inversion~ retrograding reversing~ mirroring~ etc.
5

• In our first movement study, the relationship between dance and music was heavily
emphasized, and how- music can influence ones' movement st-yle

• We learned how researching more information from our choreographic influences can help
overcome mental blockso When one knows the history of why or how a music piece was
orchestrated, it can help direct the dancer in creating a story with their movement that reveals
the music's true meaning, rather than just using it for accompaniment
• We also explored choreographing to spoken word, silence, lli'!d with others, and how those
changed our choreographic approach
• Again, we were asked to watch and critique the work of others, and based off of our peers'
feedback, would have to then readjust our work and perform it again
• We discussed how different elements of a dance changes how the audience receives it, like
costuming, lighting, spacing, etco
, We explored site-specific work, anc how one can create movement just from the space that a
certain location provides
, I became much more comfortable with my choreographic abilities in this course
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Laban Movement Analysis
• I learned who Rudolf Laban was, and how he created a notation system for the language of
human movement
I learned what relationship effort, space, and shape have with one another in human movement
• I learned how one can use Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) to direct others in producing
different qualities of movement, but also how to analyze and interpret dancing using Laban
vocabulary
• I learned how to draw and interpret a Laban effort graph
• I learned the 4 effort factors and their corresponding elements (Space: Direct/Indirect, Weight:
Strong/Light, Time: Sudden/Sustained, Flow: Bound/Free)
• I learned what a Kinesphere is and how one can relate to it while dancing
• I learned what relationship there is between Labanotation and Bartenieff method
•

Drumming foir Dance
• This class was an introductory course to elementary principles and techniques of African
drunnn:ing
• I was able to distinguish the difference between a bass, tone, and smack, and execute all three
of them properly
• I further developed my musicality and rhythmic clarity in dance and in musico I started early
exploration of dynamic changes and phrasing
• I was challenged to perform rhythmic patterns strictly from observation and listening
• I developed a greater understanding of what goes into creating music accompaniment for dance
• I learned to keep time, yet also how to play with subdividing time and layering multiple
rhythmic patterns on top of one another
• I now understand the cultural significance music has in an African COffituunity, and their
purpose for creating these dances and songs
• I discovered what it takes to keep tempo with a group of people playing separate rhythms
To Daru:e is Human: Dmrrce, Culture ~ml Society

, Analyzed dance as a form a communication, and how it is a universal concept, bringing
together people from all different racial, religious, and cultural backgrounds
• Was asked to reflect on my personal upbringing and heritage, and what unique qualities have
influenced w,10 I am today
, Learned the cultural significance of different cultural da.1tces, like the hula in Hawaiian
tradition, ceremonial dances in Native American culture, or praise dance in an African
American cbristian community (to name a few)
, Faced some sensitive topics to discuss, including racial issues and A_merica' s financial
hierarchy, and had to be understanding and not offensive in hearing others' opposing ideas and
opinions
, Had a moment to share with my dance c .mmunit'/ a personal story from my life that really
showed who I am as a person, and also listened to others and empatliized wifo their
experiences. rt showed us all how foe human condition is fundanientally the same, and we all
are able to relate to one another once we see past our cultural differences
, Had the chance to listen to a nu,71ber of notable speakers talk about their cultural experiences. I
was intrigued by stories that were new to me, or from cultural backgrounds that were so
significantly different from mine
D:m.ce History
• Covered the history of Westernized dance, beginning with the formalization of ballet in King
Louis XIV's court in the 17th century, through the development of hip hop in the 1980's
, Studied the most prominent dance artists in ballet, modem, tap, jazz, and hip hop, and how
their work has contributed to our modern-day dance society
• We were required to ·write a ten page da..'1.ce research paper, and learned how one conducts
research on a dance topic, and where to find dance sources online and in our university library
" We were asked to discuss the sociological issues that were brought up within the historical
constructions of the dance world. As one example, we examined what role gender plays in
classical ballet, and how contemporary ballet artists have tried to overcome these gendered
issues
I learned how each genre of dance has inr1uenced the development of one another. Modern
dance ai-ises in our society as a means to explore movement that ballet didn't allow. Jazz is
heavily influenced by the musical development of the period it was most popular, etc.
• We observed lots of video footage from dance history, and learned the stylistic differences from
different time periods and styles of ballet, modern, jazz, etc.
• I now have a better understanding of my personal dance history and its roots and influences
from the Westernized dance world
0

Kiuesiology 1
• Learned foe basics of human anatomy and how to describe movement using anatomical terms
, Learned the basic actions of our muscles, such as flexion, extension, abduction, adduction,
supination and pronation

• Studied the basics of nutrition, and the basic chemistry involved in the digestion of different
types of foods, like carbohydrates, fats, and sugars
• Kept a food journal to analyze my personal eating habits
• Studied the female athlete triad, and how many calories one should be consuming when they're
as a active as a professional dancer
, Discussed common dancer eating disorders and ways to prevent them
• Stt1died the effects of certain "trend" diets have on the body, like low-carb diets, or single food
diets, and others
, Studied each individual "system" we have in our body, like the cardiovascular system,
digestive system, endocrine system. nervous system, etc., and how improper function of any of
these systems can affect the body 01one's performance as a dancer
• Learned the names of all the bones in the body
• Set up personalized diet plans for each of our personal needs
• Related all of the previously mentioned issues to being a dancer, and common issues dancers
experience in their training
Kinesiology 2
· • The second semester ofkinesiology focused much more on human anatomy and muscle
function
, Learned the names, function, insertion, and origin of all the muscles in the human body
, Discussed what kinematic chains run through the body, and how an imbalance in one's pelvis
can translate to issues in the knee, arJde, foot, etc.
• Learned what different kinds of joints exist in the body, and the important role they serve in
human movement
, Explored what exercises a dancer can practice in order to strengthen certain small muscles in
the body in order to improve their dance technique
, Discussed the ii71portance of proper alignment and common misalignments one can come
across in the human body, and how these misalignments can contribute to injuries
, Learned how to avoid certain muscle strain related injuries
• Examined our o¥m alignrnent and postural habits, and what we can do to improve upon the
negative postural habits we've developed
, Developed a stronger sense of understanding postural imbalances in others just from
observation, and using vocal cues, how I can help others with fixing these issues

Principles ofTeachmg Dam,re
, Was an introductory to intermediate level course in pedagogical studies
• Learned the important and prominent differences one should consider for teaching dance in
different environments and to different age groups (ranging from pre-K to college or adult
level)
• Learned how to construct a lesson plan for different types of class, be it a technique class,
composition class, or lectt11e class
• Developed greater organizational skills, and overcame my fears of teaching a dance class to
others

• Was informed on what the California Visual and Performing Arts Framework expects for
different levels of teaching dance in a public school setting, for each grade
• Was informed of the dance research network that exists in California and the United States, and
what so1t of publishing opportunities there are for dance research and studies
• Received feedback from my peers on my teaching performance, and what I could do to
Lmprove
• Evaluated the current sta.,dards for dance education in America, and how one can become a
dance instructor in a school or studio setting

Improvisation
• Experienced different improvisatior. 11 exercises that helped overcome my fear and hesitation
improvising movement
• Learned the basics of contact improv
• Learned the history behind irnprov jams, and its roots in second-wave modem dance history (in
the early 1970's)
, Participated in weekly improv jams in class, explored moving as a soloist and with the others
in the room
• • Used music, physical boundaries, movement styles, a.'!d other means as inspiration for our
improvisation experiences
• Discussed why many people are afraid of improvisational work, and how we can overcome
that fear when asked to perform such work in an audition setting
• Learned that I am more comfortable improvising in a modern style, since it is where I feel most
confident in my abilities. Jazz improvisation is a challenge for me
• Learned from watching others improvise that when we allow ourselves that freedom to express
in however way we feel we can, our true colors as an artist shine through
Careeirs in Dance
• Created my personal dance resume, and learned what makes a resume stand out and what
rnista.1<:es to avoid
, Learned the art of a great headshot, and what mistakes to avoid
• Discussed what it takes to become a dancer in the professional world, and discussed practical
legal and financial information in working as a company dancer or commercial dancer
• Had the chance to listen to a number of professionals in the dance world and what they did to
succeed and support themselves as artists
• Learned what should go into a demo reel
, Lea.-ned the art of a cover letter and professional email (Professional communication etiquette)
• Discussed options that one can do with a dance background
• Went through some mental preparation for what one should expect out of post-college life, but
t.he importance of doing what you love
Ballet
• I now have a better understanding of the principles of ballet technique, and how proper ballet
training ca..11 assist in the practice and execution of all dance st-;les

• I expanded my movement vocabula..ry of ballet steps and was challenged with more complex
sequences of these steps each semester
• I developed a strong understanding of the use of alignment and turn-out both at the barre and
center fl0or
• I feel more connected between my mind and body as my mental focus and full-body awareness
were asked to work simultaneously in class
• I discovered the importance of musicality and rhythmic clarity in phrasing, and how even
though ballet is a very strict discipline, it requires artistry and individuality in order to really
perform well
• I worked hard on synchronizing both upper body and lower body movement, and the
importance of core connectivity" I lt TI1ed to initiate all movement from my core, and not from
the distal ends of my body
• I gained more confidence in my execution of ballet technique, and was able to use this
technical development in my other dance classes
• I acquired a greater appreciation for ballet, and found joy in practicing this very structured
dance style
Modem
• I progressed from Modem II to Modem V through my four years at LMU, learning advanced
skills in modem da.rice technique, enhancing my physical capabilities
• I was challenged with complex motor activity in a variety of modem styles, drawing from
work from choreographers like Bill To Jones, Martha Graham, Lestor Horton, and others
• I developed my personal awareness of moving through a kinetic chain when rolling through
my spine and executing fundamental modem exercises
• I was challenged to work with focus &"Id intention in all my work, as well as take risks
, I became comfortable with executing inversions
• I developed greater awareness of full-bodied movement in different spatial planes
• I self-initiated my personal grow-th and development as a modem dancer, I became much
stronger with the regular practice of full-bodied, cardiovascular and muscular work
• I was introduced to counter-technique and the Alexander method of maximizing muscular
efficiency while dancing
• I was tested and graded on my performance quality when asked to perform practiced
choreographic phrases for my final exams each year

Jazz
• Revisited and reconstructed the foundation of my jazz technique in order to grow and become
more aware of my body in motion
• Was asked to set specific goals for myself and focus on my personal development, much more
so than in other technique classes
• Received personal attention and feedback on my unique traits and strengths and weaknesses as
a performer, and what I should work on to improve in an audition setting
• Significantly helped speed up my ability to pick up choreography, and demonstrate it with
proper technique and confidence

, Was challenged with experiences and choreography that was outside ofmy comfort zone. I am
not a particularly confident jazz dancer, so going through the numerous mock-auditions and
placement evaluations really was hard, but rewarding
• There was a major emphasis on musicality and personal expression. I was asked to be my own
person
, I became much more aware of myself and my personal habits that were hindering my
performance. For me, avoiding a.11 anterior tilt i.n the pelvis and focusing on proper alignment in
my core and upper body really helped vvith balancing, and feeling more control when I turn
African Dance
• Learned intermediate level A..'r:ican i;.ances, each week a new dance and new associated song
• Learned the fundamental technical elements of A.mean dance, such as carrying one's weight on
the balls of the feet, and keeping a slight plie' at all times, but also remaining in parallel with
the feet, not turning out
• Established a connection and partnership with the drummers who accompanied us. We
followed their tempo and their queue to begin, and if we fell behind or started too late, it was
on us to listen and adjust
. • Had the chance to work with outside African dance instructors, who gave us the history and
meaning behi.nd the dances they taught us
• Learned the significance of the gender roles in African dance and culture. Each has their
separate role, but are equally important
• Before each dance, we also learned the basic dru..111 line that accompanied it, to get the rhythm
in our bodies before learning the associated steps
, Unlike in other technique classes, the choreography was not really spoken through. We were
expected to pick it up just from observation and mimicry, because there was no other way to
explain how to do it, other than to do what the teacher was doing. This helped me pick up
choreography faster a.rid have to personally transfigure the movement on my body just from
sensation, rather than direction
• Learned the in1portance of community in African dance. We ended each class singing an
African lullaby and by praising our dance space, musicians, and one another, appreciating the
time we spent together

Y;iga for Dancers
• This class focused on mastering Surya N amaskara A and B
• The class was structured arou,.,d helping dancers' specific needs, and tied together how some
dance habits can lead to physical imbalances and discrepancies that need particular attention in
a yoga practice
• Kinesiology and "integrated hu..man action" were tied into our practice to restore functional
kinesthetic performance
, Tne mind-body connection was emphasized in every lesson. A deeper awareness of our spinal
movement and mobility vvas achieved
• We were challenged to verbalize certain physical observations and inquiries using both yoga
and anatomical terminology

• We learned that we are capable of transforming our bodies any way we want with conscious
will and effort
• Basic standing and seated asanas were covered. We approached our work in more of a Yin
style, holding poses for extended periods of time to access our connective tissues, and allow for
them to also reach their maximlh'll length, as well as the muscle bodies
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Anna Halprin
The Formation of Her Artistic Values
Anna Halprin, a pioneer in the postmodern dance world, has dedicated her life to dance
and movement art as a means to enric . her own life and the lives of others. Her diverse career
has spanned from the late I 930's, working with her students, peers, and fellow artists to discover
new dimensions of artistry. At the age of 93, she continues to dance, create, and perform as much
as she can. As her husband Lawrence Halprin says, "For [Anna], dance essentially draws on
primitive needs that express life forces." 1 Dance is not her passion, it is an essential element of
her existence.
What sets Halprin apart from other modern dancers is her focus on the kinaesthetic sense
in movement. To explain, most conventional dance training includes pressure to leave one's

personal life at the door of the studio, and to work from a 'neutral' or 'empty' body. As a former
student ofHalprin's San Francisco Dance Workshop Libby Worth explains, "Physical training
alone is insufficient to develop the type of dance/dancer that Halprin envisaged."2 This
frequently ignored sense e_nc:ourages greater sensitivity to movement and a clearer idea of how
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this sense links to others.
From a very young age, Halprin knew she wanted to dedicate her life to dance.

2

libby worth

and helen poynor

Anna's first recollection of dance as a child was watching her Hasidic grandfather dance in his
synagogue. Her family's Jewish faith instilled in her a sense of belonging, and early on she knew
that she wanted to dedicate her life to dance. 3 Her mother enrolled her in ballet at the age of 4,
but the structured environment of this dance style was not fitting for Halprin's creative energy.
Her mother withdrew her shortly after and placed her in a class that was more focused on
movement. 4 At the age of 15, she beg n studying the techniques of Ruth St. Denis and Isadora
Duncan, and later went on to study with Margaret H'Doubler at the University of Wisconsin.
Anna credits H'Doubler for being one of her greatest artistic influences. Her teachings highly
focused on the study of anatomy in order to obtain the most effective ways of moving. 5 Tbis
alternative approach set the foundation for Anna's later improvisational explorations. In 1955
Anna felt disappointed with the direction of the modern dance world. She felt that students of
modem dac'lce were being trained to mimic their choreographer's styles. She refused to believe in
a modern dance "ideal". Her goal was to create dances for everyone, and recognize the unique
artistry in each person. 6
To develop her own theoretical perspective on both the life of the dancer and the
movement itself, Anna undertook a systematic exploration of anatomy to understand the creative
potential of each body part, and their influence on the body as a whole. 7 However, Anna's
teachings and discoveries look beyond the aims of pedagogy and personal movement
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development. She does not believe in the dualistic split between mind and body, but rather,
believes that a dance has to address the intergration of the physical, emotional, spiritual, and
intellectual aspects of the artist to truly become art. 8
During the early phase of her improvisational research, Anna paid close attention to the
movement of children in the children's classes she was teaching, and discovered the importance
of producing content driven by the d ncer's own motivations and issues. She tried to integrate
this concept into her teachings at San Francisco Dancer's Workshop she established in the
1950's. However, this body-conscious exploration became too introspective, and began
replicating the very movement patterns and predictable repetitions she was trying to abandon in
her defiant move away from the modern dance world. 9 She then started experimenting with
collaborative work with other artists of all different disciplines. Her husband, Lawrence Halprin,
a landscape architect, is who Anna says influences her the most. His visual approach to space and
.
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movemen{and her distinctive qualities and characteristi~s as a dance~brought forth renewed
~
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energy to her work. As actors, visual artists, and musicians joined in her dances, more of the
restrictions inherent in the stylized dance world fell away. Anna spent years researching
movement through these improvisational explorations. From this, she developed and refined
tools to promote creative accessibility, and also established her artistic identity. These tools
include her Movement Rituals, the Life/Art Process, the RSVP cycles, and the use of scoring. 10
By advocating a broadened perspective on the nature of dance, Halprin encourages
dancers to freely explore, but not at the expense of movement discipline. Thus, she created the

s janice ross
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four Movement Rituals. Each ritual works as intervals that layer on top of one another. At first,
the moment is organized around the spine, then progresses to the spine and limb connection, then
to locomotor movement, and ending with reapplying various combinations of the frrst three
rituals. "While the movements themselves are not unusual and would be familiar to those who
have experienced yoga, F eldenkrais or dance warm-ups, the specific qualities of Movement
Ritual arise in the method of teachir e:, the flow from one movement to another, and intention and
suggested application." 11 She advises all of her students that there are universal laws that govern
all movement, but one must integrate their own interpretation of these movements, while
following the universal principles, to create dance work. The Movement Rituals can be used as
warm up, initial stage of improvisation, or for devising scores for performance. They are
constructed with the purpose of heightening kinaesthetic awareness, but they also raise
awareness on the relationship between the body and the impact of spatial, temporal, and dynamic
elements. 12
Halprin's approach to dance is characterized by the integration of the three levels of
awareness, which are physical (the body, movement, sensations), emotional, and mental
(imagery, associations, integration into daily life). Ultimately, these three cannot be separated in
her work. 13 These three levels of awareness are integral in Halprin's Life/Art Process, which
she's been working with since the mid-1960's. Halprin refers to all of her previous work, with
movement exploration and the movement rituals as a 'foundation', preparing her to deal with
real-life issues, and the collaboration between art and life itself. As Halprin explains, "it is based
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expression expands, life experiences deepen." 14 In other words, Halprin's approach to movement
helps her students and herself to access their life story, and in turn, their life story becomes the
ground for creating art. The value of one's artwork and dancing is then measured by how much
meaning it holds for the participants. When Halprin was diagnosed with cancer in her 50's, sh~_ ..-··
,
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combined the Life/Art Process with tl , Five Stages of Healing to establish more of a therapeutic
approach to movement for those suffering with physical and emotional ailments. This is where
Halprin has focused most of her work in her later years, developing therapeutic art for herself
and others.
But before her career redirected towards healing, her radial movement experimentation
and choreographic work of the 1950's and 60's stimulated a need for a systernized approach to
choreographing and creating performance work. With her husband, Lawrence Halprin, she
developed what they call 'scoring', which is a method of transcribing dance in a way that's
designed to stimulate a creative response rather than control the outcome. 15 Thus, every time a
score is performed, it will be completely different than any time before, since each person will
have their own interpretation of the movement stimulation. The hope is to then maximize
individual participation., while retaining a clear intention for the group. Scoring created a form of
communication to facilitate a creative process not focused on a goal. As Lawrence Halprin
continued to explore this concept, however, he discovered elements that were not part of the
scoring process that were closely related and could be used in conjunction with it to cover the
entire creative process, which he calls the RSVP cycles.
14
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The RSVP cycles stand for Resources (that an artist has to work with, but human and
physical resources and their motivation and aims), Scores (which describe the process leading to
the performance), Valuaction (which analyzes the results of action and possible selectivity and
decisions), and Performance (which is the result of the score and is the 'style' of the prbcess). 16
The system provides a clear and communicative process in creating artwork. There is no set
order for each element to occur, which allows for overlaps and flows in different directions as
more movement is explored. Lawrence Halprin feels it is incredibly important to make the
procedures of the creative process visible. As he says, "In a process-orientated society they must
all be visible continuously, in order to work so as to avoid secrecy and the manipulation of
people' .17 Thus, it is a method made so that all artists, either working collaboratively or on their
own is aware, and accepting, of the creative process to make sure there is a strong commitment
between the artist and artwork to make sure what is being produced is real and truthful.
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After Halprin was diagnosed with cancer in her 50's, her approach to dance was
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completely changed. Before, she lived her life for her art, but now, lives her art for her life. 18 She
uses the Movement Rituals, the Life/Art Process, the RSVP cycles, and scoring to create healing
movement for those who are suffering from physical ailments or emotional stress. But without
the thorough movement research she studied in her early dance career, the systematic and
theoretical approach to creating art she developed, the connection she established between life
and art, and the process it requires, her therapeutic work would not be possible. Unlike other
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dancers, Anna Halprin has let every life experience and memory influence and affect her artistry.
For her, life and art are one in the same, inseparable, and incomplete without the other.
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AnDa Halprin
The Formation of Her Awtistk Vah11es
Anna Halprin, a pioneer in the postmodern dance world, has dedicated her life to dance
and movement fu7: as a means to emich her own life and the lives of others. Her diverse career
has spanned from the late 1930's, working with her students, peers, and fellow artists to discover
new dimensions of artistry. At the ag, of 93, she continues to dance, create, and perform as much
as she can. As her husband LawTence Halprin says, "For [Anna], dance essentially draws on
primitive needs that express life forces." i Dance is not her passion, it is an essential element of
her existence.
What sets Halprin apart from other modem dancers is her focus on the kinaesthetic sense
i,_,

movement. To explain, most conventional da..nce training pressures dancers to leave one's

"personal life at the door", and to work from a 'neutral' or 'empty' body. The idea is that a
dancer should separate their personal issues from the work they're doing in order to focus all
their attention on their technical training. As Libby Worth, a former student ofHalprin's San
Francisco Dance Workshop explains, "Physical training alone is insufficient to develop the type
of dance/dancer that Halprin envisaged."2 For Halprin, dance is an activity that requires
complete engagement of the body, mind, and spirit. The kinaesthetic sense, although frequently
ignored, encourages greater sensitivity to movement and a clearer idea of connectivity between
dancers and their surroundings, when utilized, To access this idea, Halprin spent the majority of
her dance career creating movement and choreographic tools to assist in the artist's process.
These tools include her Movement Rituals, the Life/Art Process, the RSVP cycles, and the use of
scoring. 3

From a very ymn1g age, Halprin knew she wanted to dedicate her life to dance. Anna's
first recollection of dance as a child was watching her Hasidic grandfather dance in his
synagogue. Her family's Jewish faith instilled in her a sense of belonging, and the desire to feel
spiritually and emotionally connected with others. She was able to access this sense of belonging
and happiness when dancing. 4 Her mother enrolled her in ballet at the age of 4, but the structured
environment of this dance S°t'Jle was 11ot fitting for Halprin's creative energy. Her mother
withdrew her shortly after and placed her in a class that was more focused on creative
movement. 5 At the age of 15, she began studying the techniques of Ruth St. Denis and Isadora
Duncan, and later went on to study with Margaret H'Doubler at the University of Wisconsin.
Anna credits H'Doub!er for being one of her greatest artistic influences. Her teachings highly
focused on the study of anatomy in order to obtain the most effective ways of moving. 6 Thls
alternative approach set the foundation for Anna's later improvisational explorations, and the
establishment of her Movement Rituals.
In 195 5 Anna felt disappointed v.ith the direction of the modern dance world. She felt
that students of modern dance were being trained to mimic their choreographer's styles. She
refused to believe in a modem dance "ideal". Her goal was to create dances for everyone, and
recognize the U.'1ique a_rtistry in each person. 7 To develop her own theoretical perspective on both
the life of the dancer and the movement itself, Anna undertook a systematic exploration of
anatomy to understand the creative potential of each body part, and their influence on the body
as a whole. 8 Unlike previous artists, A.nna's teachings and discoveries looked beyond the aims of
pedagogy and personal movement development. She does not believe in the dualistic split

between mind and body, but rather, believes that a da.,ce has to address the integration of the
physical, emotional, spiritual, and intellectual aspects of the artist to truly become art. 9
During the early phase of her improvisational research, A,,na paid close attention to the
movement of children in the children's classes she was teaching, and discovered the importance
of producing content driven by the dancer's own motivations and issues. She tried to integrate
this concept into her teachings at Sar Francisco Dancer's Workshop she established in the
I 950's. However, this body-conscious exploration became too introspective, and began
replicating the very movement patterns &'ld predictable repetitions she was trying to abandon in
her defiant move away from the modem dance world. 10 She then started experimenting with
collaborative work with other acrtists of ail different disciplines. Her husband, Lawrence Halprin,
a landscape architect, is who Anria says influenced her the most. His visual approach to space
and movement brought forth renewed energy to her work. As actors, visual artists, and musicians
joined in her dances, more of the restrictions inherent in the stylized dance world fell away. Anna
spent years researching movement through these improvisational explorations. From this, she
developed and refined her tools to promote creative accessibility, and also established her artistic
identity.
By advocating a broadened perspective on the nature of dance, Halprin encouraged
dancers to freely explore movement, but not at the expense of movement discipline. Thus, she
created the four Movement Rituals. Each ritual works as intervals that layer on top of one
another. At first, the moment is organized around the spine, then progresses to the spine and limb
connection, then to locomotor movement, and ending with reapplying various combinations of
the first three rituals. "'iVhile the movements themselves are not unusual and would be familiar to

those who have experienced yoga, Feldenkrais or dance warm-ups, the specific qualities of
Movement Ritual arise in the method of teaching, the flow from one movement to another, and
intention and suggested application." 11 She advises all of her students that there are universal
laws that govern all movement, but one must integrate their own interpretation of these
movements, while following the universal principles, to create dance work. The Movement
Rituals can be used as warm up, initi -l stage of improvisation, or for devising scores for
performance. They are constructed with the purpose of heightening kinesthetic awareness, but
they also raise awareness on the relationship betvveen the body and the impact of spatial,
temporal, and dynamic elements. 12
Halprin's approach to da,.rice is characterized by the integration of the three levels of
awareness, which are physical (the body, movement, sensations), emotional, and mental
(imagery, associations, integration into daily life). Ultimately, these three cannot be separated in
her work. 13 These three levels of awareness are integral in Halprin's Life/Art Process, which
she's been working with since the mid-l 960's. Halprin refers to all of her previous work, with
movement exploration and the movement rituals as a 'foundation', preparing her to deal with
real-life issues, and the collaboration between &rt and life itself. As Halprin explains, "it is based
upon the principle that as life experience deepens, personal art expression expands, and as art
expression expands, life experiences deepen." 14 In other words, Halprin's approach to movement
helps her students and herself to access their life story, and in turn, their life story becomes the
ground for creating art. The value of one's artwork and dancing is then measured by how much
meaning it holds for the participa..11ts. Wnen Halprin was diagnosed with cancer in her 50's, she
combined the Life/Art Process ,vith the Five Stages of Healing to establish more of a therapeutic

approach to movement for those suffering with physical and emotional ailments. This is where
Halprin has focused most of her work in her later years, developing therapeutic art for herself
and others.
But before her career redirected towards healing, her radical movement experimentation
and choreographic work of the l 950's and 60's stimulated a need for a systemized approach to
take all of her improvisational work e id create formalized choreography. With her husband
Lawrence Halprin, they developed what they call ·scoring', which is a method of transcribing
dance in a way that's designed to stimulate a creative response rather than control the outcome. 15
To explain, unli..lce Laban Movement Analysis, which tries to transcribe movement in the most
detailed and exact way as possible, scof,ng provides a basic outline for a dance piece, and
suggests movement exploration by providing kinesthetic queues. Thus, every time a score is
performed, it will be completely different than any time before, since each person will have their
ovm interpretation of the movement stimulation. The hope is to then maximize individual

participation, while retaining a clear intention for the group. Scoring created a form of
communication to facilitate a creative process not focused on a goal. As Lawrence Halprin
continued to explore this concept, however, he discovered elements that were not part of the
scoring process that were closely related and could be used in conjunction with it to cover the
entire creative process. He calls these four related concepts the RSVP cycles.
The RSVP cycles stand for Resources, Scores, Valuaction, and Performance. A.n artist's
resources in movement are all that an artist has to work with, includi._ng both human and physical
resources a1,d their motivation and aims. Scores, as explained earlier, describe the process for tJ,e
artist leadir1g to the performance. Valuaction analyzes the results of an action, and the possible

selectivity and decisions that the action provides. Performance is the result of the score, and is
the 'style' of the artistic process.

16

AH four of these concepts work together in an artist's

experience of presenting choreography. The system provides a clear and communicative process
in creating a.rtwork. There is no set order for each element to occur, which allows for overlaps
and flows in different directions as more movement is explored. LawTence Halprin feels it is
incredibly i,--;iporta.,J to make the pro, =<lures of the creative process visible. As he says, "In a
process-orientated society they must all be visible continuously, in order to work so as to avoid
secrecy and the manipulation of people' . 17 The RSVP cycles brings forth heightened awareness
and a greater kinesthetic sense in one's creative process. It establishes a strong commitment
between the artist and the artwork to make sure what is being produces is real and truthful. It is a
tool that can be used for artists of all mediums, either working collaboratively or on their own.
Not only does this process clarify artistic intention, it assists an artist in accessing work that
demonstrates greater meaning, individuality, and purpose.
Halprin's artistic tools are all demonstrated in her most prominent and well-known
choreographic work, Parades and Changes. The 1965 piece precipitated a scandal at its New
York premiere because of a section where the entire cast of performers completely disrobe. This
scandal is not why the piece remains part of the lore of American postmodern dance, however.
The piece continues to be performed and restaged today. Most recently, t..he dance was performed
in February 2013 at the UC Berkeley Art Museum. 18 Choreographed using her scoring system,
the piece can be presented in any setting or medium, as long as the participants actively engage
in the RSVP cycles to map out t.he piece and awaken their kinesthetic sense. For each
performance of this piece, Halprin chooses which score cards and directions should be followed

at the performance, so that no tvm will be identical. The dooce then becomes an elevated taskcompleting ritual, as the performers process and explore each task the score guides them through.
Interestingly enough, the score provides enough information 1"'1at each performooce usually

fo!lm,rs a similar pattern, but what makes the piece have such enticing energy and attraction is its
allowance of individual expression. Thus, the audience no longer observes the dancers
movement, but feels the dancer's indi';idual expression and personal interpretation.
Halprin's ca.,cer experience and recovery completely changed her approach to dance.
Before, she lived her life for her

a.,'i,

but now, lives her art for her life. 19 She uses the Movement

Rituals, the Life/Art Process, the RSVP cycles, and scoring to create healing movement for those
who are suffering from physical ailments or emotional stress. Without the thorough movement
research she studied in her early dance career, the s-ystematic and theoretical approach to creating

art she developed, the connection she established between life and art, her therapeutic work
would not be possible. Unlike other dancers, Anna Halprin has let every life experience and
memory influence and affect her artistry. For her, life and art are one in the same, inseparable,
rmd incomplete without the other.
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Artist's Sfatemielll!t

I have a fervent love for dance and am inspired by its ability to teach, move, and
transform others. Dance is not just a hobby, it is a creative life force we use to communicate with
the world and ourselves. As one of my greatest influences, Anna Halprin says it in her biography
on her website, "as life deepens, persc ml art expression expands, and as art expression expands,
life experiences deepen." To explain, art and life are intertwined. Dance not only brings me joy,
but gives my life new meaning. Da.11ce is an essential part of who I am, a.nd it has helped shape
the person I am today.
My work is a.11 interpretation of who I a.'11 and what I have gone through. I have
articulated each defining moment of my life in dances I have created. My work has developed
through stages. I started dancing at the age of three, taking ballet and tap classes in my
hometown of Ojai, California. From age five until fifteen, I devoted all my time to jazz dance,
which instilled in me an appreciation and understanding of musicality and versatility. In high
school and college, I expanded my dance experiences and formalized my <la.nee training, byt
studying ballet, modern, jazz, African, tap, belly dancing, and folk. I now find that I identify
most with the modem dance genre, but I cannot classify myself as a one-genre dancer. My
artistic expression is eclectic, but still grounded in the fundamental principles of dance
technique.
My highest ideals for professional work in dance expression is work that gives all who
are witnessing it joy. Ultimately, I do not strive to produce accomplished choreography or master
a certain movement technique. Instead, I look to nature, to my friends, our society, and my

experiences to produce movement and expression that is relatable to all. I find those spontaneous
moments of uninhibited movement, like when one is dancing in their bedroom to their favorite
song, or dancing with the waves when swimming in the ocean, or watching the way the leaves
dance in a breeze, most beautiful. I try to capture that beautiful energy in the dances I create,
while drmoving upon my diverse dance education a,,d experience to help shape my movement
vocabulary.
I believe dance is an act of the whole self, not only the physical body. In my dance
education, I have focused my time in training my entire sense of self to be able to access arid
articulate its creative range. Naturally our bodies develop movement patterns and habits from
experience. I try to avoid these to the best of my ability, although there is a common thread that
runs through all that I create. I iike to explore the contrast between what is delicate, and what is
strong, between sharp and soft. My body, my figure, has contributed to my work's interpretation,
adding a feminine, womanly energy to how I move. I tend to perform and choreograph
movement t.liat flows and sustains, riding the wave of energy that propels the dance through its
motions. lviy work requires alertness, a sense of engagement, with the entire mind, body, and
spirit, in order to be fully realized.
I ad.mire those who have dedicated their lives to this art, who have spent years molding

and strengthening their bodies in order to refine their artistic expression and share their life
experience through their work in the most articulate way they can. Dancers that come to mind
are Alvin Ailey, Anna Halprin, Pina Bausch, Sonya Tayeh, Twyla Tharp, and Bob Fosse. My
former college professors Mark Tomasic, Damon Rago, a,,d Paige Porter have also heavily
influenced me. These artists helped refine my da.rice expression and reevaluate what I believe in.

I am not only a dancer, but also a musician, actress, yoga instructor, and writer. Each of
these interests influence my dance aesthetic. I value the role that music plays in inspiring
movement. I do not always choreograph to music, but find that it is an essential element in
structuring my dances, giving movement a dynamic line to either work with or against. My yoga
practice instills in me a greater connection between my body and spirit, allowing easy access to
my emotional and spiritual expressirn Writi..t,g also played an important role in helping me
refine my work and assist in taking broad aTtistic concepts and finding a way to communicate
them.
I believe that everyone can dance, and that everyone should. Dance has historically been
a communal experience for every society and cultUTe. It is therapeutic, it is fun, it brings people
happiness a.'ld joy, but it is also an art form, exercising our human creative ski!! and imagination.
We are able to create whatever we want, say whatever we want, and do whatever we want with
our bodies-dimce is a wondrous expressive tool.
To be a dancer requires a thorough understanding of oneself, that which cannot be
realized without self reflection. A dancer must be aware of every choice he or she ma.1<:es during
movement execution. Each detail or variation can express a different idea or feeling. One must
understand the reasoning behi.nd his/her decisions, and be able to change them when need be.
Dancers also must develop the ability to observe and interpret t.he artistic creation and talent of
others. It is through our relationships with others, whether dancers, instructors, or m.iists of other
forms, that we gain further w,derstanding of the huma,, nature and the creative diversity that
exists between us all. Tecl--1,'lique is essential in making our movement clear. As we learn the most
efficient ways to move our bodies, we are provided more expressive freedom. The ultimate goal

is to be able to express one's individuality in the most clear and concise way possible. One's
body type or appearance does not matter, as long as it does not interfere with one's ability to feel.
Physical limitations may narrow one's range of ability, but do not prohibit one's artistic
expression.
I make art to learn about myself, others, and the complexity of human nature. When I
dance, my mind is at ease, my heart is f:'11, and my body is in motion. Currently, my greatest
inspiration to create dance is my relationships with others. I try to understand the emotional
complexity of relationships in my dances because we are all social beings and are usually able to
interrelate.
What makes my dance aesthetic unique is personal. My journey through life and the
experiences I have had are unlike any other and are what have shaped me into the artist I am
today. I create dances from observing natural movement patterns and abilities of our world and
playing with them. The purpose of art is to have fun and learn about ourselves and others. I
joyfully orchestrate movement hoping to create something that others can relate to, so that I can
feel colJilected to the world around me.
I dance not because I want to, but because I could not be happy without the joy and peace
of mind it brings me. Dance will always be a part of my life because I am always learning and
growing and maturing. Currently I am in a transitional phase of my life. As my college education
comes to an end, I must now decide what direction I want to go. Although I have some fears and
insecurities about my foture and about the U1'1knovm, l know that my dancing will always be
there and will help me as I continue down my life's path.

